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RUBBER FOOTWEAR

MONDAY, MAY 19, 1958

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE oN FINANCE

Washintgn,i. C.
The committee met, pursuant o call at 10:20 a. M., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman) presid-
"Present: Senators Byrd, Frear, Anderson, Gore, Williams, Bennett,

and Jenner.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Serge Benson,

professional staff member.
(The text of H. R. 9291, a m oforadeini4 the Tariff Commission,

and the reports of the Sta~*iffd Treasury De t xents follow:)

. 9291, 85th Cong., 2d ne.]au

A ACT To define parts of oer wes of footwear

Be it enacted by e Senate and Ituft of R present iUe'&p of the Uni States of
America in Congr s assembled, T)t par grapl 1530.(e) of the Tariff Ac of 1930,
as amended, is a ended by liking out the petIod at tW end thereof an adding
theretothe foll ing: ", a footwear ]aving sles p'herein described a with
uppers comp d in groate - oar of tMsia ace of , cotton, mie,
animalehair S r, rayon other e tiaxti r silk, 4nclding subst utestinso W$n(h& tc1 ,dI anr etiler maer
for or combi tiori of any of the n (b da
superimposed , shall be deemed to t C up rs in cef/aue o the mater I as
enumerated I this parag pj~." (t

SEc. 2 (a) or ehe pupose~'e se 1 350 .f th Ta f4t of '10, as amen ed,
the foregoing 'me ndmn shall bf~nsidrd a~I Ir'l beci'iajq t continue slty
since the ori nal enact ent of. sa ion 350: , That, for the purposes of
including a c ntinuance f the c en tre , ovided for in such amnd-
mont in any /rade agree ent e-tere into Irsuae tion 350 prior t the
entry into for of the a endxient puiua etion the provisi sof
section 4 of th Trade A ecments Act,"as 9. ( .1 . 1354), nd of
sections 3 and ofe th e rade Agreenntr tonsi Act of 11 as ended
(19 U. S. C. 1360 and 1361), shall juappl

(b) The forego g amendme to the ar Act f 19 , as amen d, shall
enter into force as on as practltabl* on a d e to cifled by t President
in a notice to the Sec tary of the Trea .klT' f o6 wing sue negotiatio as may be
necessary to effect a m ification or termination of a1y Internatlo obligations
of thele United States wit which the amendment might conflict t in any event

Passed the House of 1epres' I e April 3, 1958.
Attest:

RALPH R. RoazfTs, Clerk.

UNIuTsD 'STA'rES TARII CoMwIssioN MEMORANDUM ON AN ACT (ML R. 9291,
85TH CoNG.) To DxEiNE PARTS OF CERTAIN Typns OF, FOO TwEA, PAssrn
sy Tum Hesi 01 RxPAtMSENTATIVES ON APRIL 3, 195$ , I

H. R. 929,1 is another legislative counterattack in the battle of wits between
the Government and ingenious Importers and foreign manufacturers in a contest'
to determine Whether a tariff classification for rubberuoled footwear can be devise4
which would be impervious to the artfulness of importers and foreign manu-
faeturers.
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An effort to devise a "foolproof" tariff classification for rubber-soled footwear
was made in Ptblic Law 470, 83d Congress, and this redefinition of tle footwear
products concerned became effective after negotiations with foreign countries
to reconcile international commitments to the change il thle lw and payment of
compensation by the United States In the form (if 'tariff concessions on other
products. Upon the entry into force of the new definition for rubber-soled
footwear , importers and forign i manufacturers initnedlatoly set about to contrive
subtle changes in tlit manufacture of such footwear and have succeeded1 in (develop.
ing modifications which enable the avoidance of the statutory redefinition of the
footwear concerned.

H. R. 0291 attempts to frustrate these now devices of importers and foreign
manufacturers. The enactment of the bill will result In one of the most complex
tariff provisions in the tariff laws and will no doubt overcome sonle of the more
recent manipulations. However, ingenuity and a will to continue, the battle of
wits will no Ioubt develop ways of slipping through the new language. It may be,
however, that importers will grow weary of the contest.

The matter preceding the proviso in section 2 (a) of the bill provides that, for
the purposes of section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (Trade Agree-
ments Act), the amendhnent made by the bill shall be considered as having been In
effect continuously since the original enatment of section 350 (Juno 12, 1934).
The report on 11. It. 9291 of the Comnmittee on Ways ald Means (H. Rept. No.
1503, 85th Cong.) states that the purpose of this provision 'is to permit any fu ture
inodifleation of the duties o rubber-soled footwear with textile uppers pursuant
to trade-agreement legislation to apply without question to the ty)e of footwear
which will be added to this classification by the atnen(hlnent in theo present bill."
Since any future modification of duties on rubber-soled fabric-upper footwear
for the purposes of section 350 would have to be by Presidential proclamation is
not the stated purpose of the language in question already accomplished by the
language added to paragraph 1530 (e) by Public Law 479, 83d Congress? I not,
then it would seem that the footwear included in the rubber-soled-footwear
category by Public Law 479, 83d Congress, should also be subject to the language
in question.

It is understood that one of the reasons for inserting in the bill the language in
question was that, in the event there is a future "escape clause" action with
respect to rubber-soled fabric-upper footwear, the rate on the footwear covered by
the amendment could be increased to the same extent that the rate oli the rubber-
soled fabric-upper footwear originally encomt)assed by the classification in
question could be increased-which would be 150 percent of :35 percent ad valorem
based on American selling price. This would assume that the footwear which
would be added by the amendment in question to the rubber-soled-fabric-upper-
footwear category would be covered by a trade-agreemont tariff concession.
Assuming that the footwear that would be so added is now covered by the provi-
sion In paragraph 1530 (e) for footwear wholly or in chief value of leather, such
footwear is either covered by an existing trade-agreement concession at a much
lower rate than is applicable to rubber-soled fabric-upper footwear or is not
covered by a trade-agreement concession at all.

Possibly it is contemplated that the footwear which would be added to the
rtbber-soled-fabric-upper-footwe ar category would be included in a tariff con-
cession (binding) contemplated by the proviso to section 2 (a) of the bill. There
is no assurance, however, that such a concession will be negotiated, or even that
present trade-agreement obligations will be reconciled witi the amendment as
contemplated by section 2 (b) of the bill.

It seems to the Commission that the language of section 2 (a) preceding the
proviso should be carefully examined with a view to determining whether it should
be retained in its present form or at all. Despite the explanation in the report of
the Committee on Ways and Means, the language could create difficult questions
of interpretation.

The proviso in section 2 (a) of the bill authorizes a trade-agreement "binding"
of the rate which would become applicable to footwear covered- by the amendment
without compliance with the procedures of section 4 of the Trade Agreements Act
(relating to notice of intention to negotiate and hearings) and section 3 of the
Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 (relating to perill point" determinations
by the Tariff Commission).

Section 2 (b of the bill again allows the President opportunity to negotiate with
foreign countries so as to bring United States obligations under trade agreements
Into conformity with the provisions of the legislation.
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APRIL 28, 1958.
Ron. HARRY F. BYqD,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
United States Senate.

I)uAR SENATOR BYRD: Further reference is made to your letter of April 10,
1958 in which you requeste(d the views of the Department of State, oil HR. 9291,
a bifl to define parts of certain types of footwear.

This Department had previously reported to the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee that it had no objection to the legislation provided it was confined to pre-
venting the current circumvwntion of Presidential proclamation 2027 of February
1, 1933, which made certain types of footwear dutiable on the basis of the American
selling price.

It i noted that the bill will make certain types of footwear now dutiable at 20
and 10 percent ad valorein, bused on foreign value, dutiable at 20 percent ad
valorem, based on American selling price. The effect of this will be to increase
the rate of duty on some of these products to about 100 percent al valorem. The
principal countries involved are the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and
Japan.While the Department's position remains the same, in that it does not object

to the enactment of this legislation, it would be desirable from a foreign-rolations
standpoint, if the effective date of the bill be changed to not later than 180 days
after enactment. This wodld provide the Government with a more reasonable
time within which to negotiate its way out of any international obligations with
respect to the products in question.

The Departmnt has been informed by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection to the submission of this report.

Shimcrely yours, WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary
(For the Secretary of State).

OFFICE Or TEI SECRETARY Or THE TREASURY,
Washington, April 28, 1958.Hon. hIARRY F. B YRD,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Reference is made to your letter of April 10, 1958,
requesting a statement of this Department's views on H. R. 9291, to define parts
of certain types of footwear.
The proposed legislation would better define certain terms determinative of the

classification and rate of duty on certain rubber-soled footwear. Under Presi-
,dential proclamation No. 202t of February 1, 1933, certain types of rubber foot-
wear are dutiable on the basis of American selling price. In recent years some
.importers have been successful in finding and exploiting loopholes in the proclama-
tion. The proposed legislation would c( the existing loopholes.

In view of the above, this Department recommends the enactment of the pro-
posed legislation.

This Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there
would be no objection to the submission of an identical report oi this bill to the
Committee on Ways and Means.

Very truly yours, LAURENCE B. RO BINS,

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We will start hearings on a bill, H. R. 9291, to define parts of certain

types of footwear.
The agreement is that 30 minutes be given to the proponents and 30

minutes to the opponents.
The proponents are represented by Mr. A. P. Funk. Does Mr.

Funk desire to make a statement?
Senator AN DERSON. 'Do you take time out for questions out of that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; if more time is needed.
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STATEMENT OF A. P. FUNK, PRESIDENT, LA CROSSE RUBBER
MILLS CO.; ACCOMPANIED BY W. H. SMITH, PRESIDENT,
BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CORP., AND J. J. BRADY, SALES
POLICY MANAGER, UNITED STATES RUBBER CO.

Mr. PUNK. Mr. Chairman, Senators, my name is Albert Funk,
and I am the president of the La Crosse Rubber Mills Co. where we
manufacture rubber and canvas footwear in La Crosse, Wis. I am
here this morning representing a special committee of the footwear
division of the Rubber Manufacturers Association, composed of Mr.
W. H. Smith, who is the president of Bristol Manufacturing Corp.,
Bristol, R. I., Mr. J. J. Brady, sales policy manager of United States
Rubber Co. Both Mr. Smith and Mr. Brady are present here at my
left.

The fourth member of our committee is Mr. W. E. Brimer, who is
the president of Tyer Rubber Co. Andover, Mass.

Mr. Brimer unfortunately could not be present because today is
the day of his annual stockholders meeting of the corporation and the
bylaws of his corporation require his presence at that meeting.

We have been appointed by the rubber-footwear manufacturers as a
special committee to appear before your committee, and especially
urge your endorsement of H. R. 9291.

This measure was passed by the House of Representatives on April
3, 1958, and subsequently it was referred to your committee.

We feel this bill merits your approval because any contrary action
would be an injustice to an American industry which provides gainful
employment to more than 20,000 men and women, and which supplies
necessary footwear to many millions of our people. Failure to enact
this bill would be denying to this industry vital protection which
Congress intended it to have.

H. R. 9291 merely closes a loophole through which competitive
imported footwear is evading the duty that is provided in the law.

It is so stated in the report on the bill submitted to the House of
Representatives by the Ways and Means Committee.

The Ways and Means Committee referred to this bill as necessary
to close a loophole in existing legislation.

The same opinion is expressed in the State Department in its letter
of August 30, 1957, to the late Hon. Jere Cooper, then chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee. The following excerpts are taken
from that letter which was signed by John S. Hoagland II, Acting
Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations. [Reading):

The Department would not object to legislation whose only effect would be to
prevent current circumvention of Presidential Proclamation 2027.

It Is the Department's understanding that the efect of H. R. 9291 would be
confined to preventing current circumvention of the 1933 proclamation. On
the basis of this understanding, the Department would not object to the en-
actment of H. P. 9291.

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, without taking time out from
his side, will you tell me how that language meets what you said it
meets just ahead? You said that it closes a loophole through which
competitive imported footwear is evading the duty provided in the
law and you quote this to prove it. Will you show how it proves it?

Mr. FUNK. Senator, I think perhaps the best way of illustrating
what we mean--
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Senator ANDERSON. No, no; will you take the language and show
how it proves it?

Mr. FUNK. If I understand you, you mean this language of the
State Department?

Senator ANDERSON. That is right; you quote the State Department
to a specific purpose. Now will you prove it?

Mr. FUNK. As I understand it, this letter from the State Depart-
ment indicates that-- -

Senator ANDERSON. It does not have any objection if it only does
this but it does not say that it does it, does it? You find it.
Mr. FUNK. It uses the word "circumvention," and to me the

meaning of the word "circumvention"-
Senator ANDERSON. We are not talking about the same thing.

This language says [reading]:
The Department would not object to legislation whose only effect would be

to prevent circumvention.

Mr. FuNK. That is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. And you quote that to say that the Depart-

ment says the only purpose of the bill is to prevent circumvention.
It does not mean any such thing. i might say that I (10 not object
to a law which periiiits it to rain, but that does not mean I say a
certain law will produce rain.

Mr. FPNK. I think that is undoubtedly correct Senator.
Senator ANDERSON. Will you just find the language i)ow that

justifies your statement?
Mr. FUNK. I think that your interpretation could be put on the

letter, but it indicates--
Senator ANDERSON. You say "the same opinion is expressed by

tie State Department."
Will you find language from thd State apartmentt that says that

this language is to close a loophole by which people are evading the
duty provided in the law?

Mr. F xK. I have no language other than tie language that I read.
Senator ANDERSON. You mean you do not have any language?
Mr. FUNK. Only the term "to prevent current circumvention."
Senator ANDERSON. But that doesn't say it. You know that

doesn't say it don't you, really?
Mr. FUNK. That is true but---
Sintor ANDERSON. Well, then, why say it?
Mr. FUNK. I think that surely it indicates that the State Depart-

ment--still it seems to me that there is an implication that the State
Department-well, perhaps no4.

Senator ANDERSON. It maybe a good case for the bill, but let's not
make it this way.

Mr. F UNK. I think you are undoubtedly correct, that your inter-
pretatioh--perhaps we are drawing more inference than there is in
the language, but at least it indicates that the State Department is
not opposed for policy reasons to 9291.

Senator ANDERSON. That I think is a correct assumption.
Mr. FUNK. The circumvention referred to is effected by attaching

or inserting in the uppers of rubber-soled fabric footwear pieces of
leather in sufficient value and quantity to make the uppers as a whole
in chief value of leather.

26214--58-2
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Senator Gou. How does that evade or circumvent? Is not that
the requirement of the law?

Mr. FUNK. I thiik perhaps the best way of illustrating what we
mean is to show you actual shoes, Senators.

I have ill Iy hand llre a typical example of an American child's
oxford of a fabric upper with rubber sole, vulcanized construction,
and .[ have here a shoe whieh has been imported from Hong Kong
which in all respects of appearance, and we feel utility, is actually
identical to this shoe.

Senator GORE. )o you really mean that?
Mr. FUNK. Yes' 1 do.
Senator Got,,. Do you believe it is as good a shoe?
Mr. FUNK. I (10. 1 can see no-----
Senator GoRp. )o you think it is of comparable value?
Mr. FUNK. Yes, I (o; and I am not an expert on technical matters,

but I definitely do.
Senator GoRn. I am not an export, on technical matters or on shoe

manufacturing, but I have looked at the two shoes. I (1o not con-
sider them of the same value.

Mr. SMrrih. Why don't you let the Senator see the two shoes?
Mr. FUNK. Now the point is that at the present time through the

addition to the shoe imported from Hong Kong of a piece of leather
on the tongue and some pieces of leather on the insides of the eyelet
stay, that shoe is being classified for duty purposes with this type
of shoe which I hold in my hand, in other worse, and ordinary chil-
dren's leather shoe, leather oxford.

The intent of the Presidential proclamation of 1933 establishing a
duty on what we call rubber footwear, in other words, tennis shoes,
or sneakers, t0 our minds obviously was designed to protect the
American industry against that type of shoes and not against thistype.Senator GORE. My point, Is not the requirement of the law the

value of the uppers? If the greater value of the uppers is of leather,
then it meets the requirement of the law; is that correct?

Mr. FUNK. As presently constituted I think that is correct.
Senator GORE. Would 'you say that leather strengthening the

eyelets would add to the value of the shoe?
Mr. FUNK. I wouldn't think that leather as such, Senator, would

add any value to the shoe. In other words, it is common practice in
American shoes of that type to use a rubberized-fabric reinforcement
which serves an identical purpose of leather. Again I do not know
what actual tests would prove, but certainly it would appear that the
rubberized-fabric reinforcement in all respects from the utility view-
point is fully as good as the leather.

Senator GORE. Would it be your view that leather in the tongue of
a shoe, giving the tongue more body, would add to the comfort of the
shoe rather than to have a tongue that might tend to wad up, to wad
and become uneven?

Mr. FUNK. I don't know, but I do know-
Senator GORE. Which you would prefer to wear?
Mr. FUNK. I don't know that because I haven't tried one with

leather tongues.
Senator GORE. All right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FUNK. But there are millions of youngsters-
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Senator ANDERSON. I can tell you my wife wears Keds. I don't.
want to advertise any particular company. She wears these Keds.
right along, so I assume they are very satisfactory.

Mr. BIADY. Thank you, sir.
Mr. FUNK. These imported shoes are offered in the markets in

competition with the rup)l)er-soled fabric-upper footwear produced by
the companies whom we represent, and in whose behalf we appear
here. Whenever they are sold to the domestic trade, they supplant
the products of these American companies.

They are bought by the American consumers as rubber-soled
fabric-upper footwecar, sometimes called "sneakers."

Obviously, they should take the import duty imposed by law on
tennis shoes,

This issue was before the committee before. The 83d Congress
enacted II. R. 6465, which became Public Law 479, July 8, 1954.
The issue was the same and the circumstances only slightly different.
In the earlier case, the proper duty was evaded by inserting a piece
of leather in the sole of rubber-soled fabric-upper footwear. This
strip of leather was held to make the sole in chief value of leather.

Senators, back there in 1954 this leather sole, as I recall, was
inserted between the rubberized fabric insole and the vulcanized
rubber outsole.

In other words, it was in the middle of a sandwich and again was
what we feel is a typical example of an artificiality inserted in the
shoe solely for the purpose of evading duty.

Congress closed that loophole wit Public Law 479.
In a way, it. might be said that Public Law 479 made H. R. 9291

necessary. With the door slammed on the sole trick, the importers
simply applied the same gimmick to the upper. This was not unfore-
seen by the American man ufacturers, nor by Members of Congress,
and other Government officials.

Representatives of the in(lustr-y tried to broaden the legislation that
finally became Public Law 479 to cover also the present situation,
which they anticipated. There was reluctance on the part of some
governmental agencies and some Congressmen to endorse corrective
legislation that went beyond then-existing conditions.

Congress recognized the evasion in 1954 and took steps to prevent it.
We trust that your committee will recognize the evasion now, and

again take appropriate action to stop it by recommending, and urging
the adoption of, H. R. 9291.

In making this statement we speak for the following manufacturers:
Bata Shoe Co., Inc., Belcamp, Md.
Bristol Manufacturing Corp., Bristol, R. I.
Cambridge Rubber Co., Taneytown, Md.
Converse Rubber Co., Malden, Mass.
Endicott-Johnson Corp., Johnson City, N. Y.
Goodyear Footwear Corp., Providence, R. I.
Goodyear Rubber Co., Middletown, Conn.
B. F. Goodrich Footwear & Flooring Co. Watertown, Mass.
La Crosse Rubber Mills Co., La Crosse, Wis.
Mishawaka Rubber Co., Inc., Mishawaka, Ind.
Servus Rubber Co., Rock Island, Ill.
Tingley Rubber Corp., Rahway, N. J.
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Tyer Rubber Co Andover, Mass.
united States Rubber Co., Now York, N. Y.

That is our statement, gentlemen.
If you have any further questions, I will be happy to try to answer

them.
Tie fact of the matter is that this is a very serious problem for us.

These shoes are being offered for sale in this country at less than half
of the cost that we can make them at. Now that is it in a nutshell,
and we are faced with a serious problem on it.

Senator Gonu. Does that mean you want to force the children to
pay twice as much for tennis shoeb?

fr. FUNK. Senator, 1 don't know' that is getting into the broad
theory of trade relations internationally.

Senator GonE. That is not a broad theory. That is very personal.
People are having difficulty buying shoes for their children.

Mr. FUNK. It is; but on the other hand, we have 700 peop le work-
ing in La Crosse and there are approximately 20,000 people in this
country that are engaged solely in making rubber and canvas footwear.

Now we all know what the labor rates in this country are, and I do
not know what the answer is, but I know very well that those people
are going to be out of jobs if they try to compete with oriental-labor
rates, which unfortunately are 14 to 20 cents an hour, we are informed.

Senator Goun. I supported the bill 2 years ago, and I may support
this one when I hear the full story, but I would not want you to dismiss
the differential in price entirely by reference to difference in cost of
labor. There are, as I understand it, some considerable additional
elements to be considered, but the ultimate result of the passage of
the bill is to increase the price of shoes for American children.

Mr. FUNK. I wouldn't say "to increase". There is no reason that
I know of, why prices wouldgo up front what they are at the present
time, because it is just a fact that on what we call this type of footwear
you cannot get your prices any lower.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair finds it necessary to interrupt the
witnes for a moment to say that Senator Pastore is unable to be here
this morning, and lie has requested that his statement be read for the
record.

(The statement referred to follows:)
It is my belief that H. R. 9291, enacted to define certain types of footwear

within the provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930, is a timely defense of our rubber-
shoe industry in America against the capricious ingenuity of certain manufac-
turers in foreign countries who would subvert thq intent and purpose of the Tariff
Act itself.

This bill will make it a little harder for foreign exporters to send us rubber
footwear identified as something other than rubber footwear. A leather patch
here and there-a touch of one kind of fabric or another-will not be permitted
to let rubber footwear masquerade on the tariff table as something else-only an
hour later to pop up on the counter for just what it is--rubber footwear.

There is nothing in this measure to keep out legitimate rubber footwear that
wishes to come in under its honest name. The terms under which it will be applied
are in keeping with good international practice. It has the favor, I understand,
of the State Department and the Treasury Department.

I do hope that in view of the injurious efect fhat this practice has had upon our
American rubber-footwear industry that the committee will 'act favorably and
with expedition.

Senator ANDErsON. Has the Treasury Department reported favor-
ably on this bill?
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The CHAIRMAN. They have reported favorably; also the Ste-to
Department. Is that correct, Mr. Funk?

Senator JENNEIt. Mr. Chairman, I have to go to the Judiciary
Committee, but I would like to be recorded iii favor of reporting out
this bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jenner, we will not vote ol this bill until
tomorrow morning.

Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDURSON. If yoU have more questions, Bill, I can wait.
Senator JVENNRR. No; I have to go to Judiciary.
Senator ANDEtSON. Woulh yoN explain to me the term "to make

the uOpels as a whole in chiet value of leather." Do I understand
that allthis around here is cloth, ordinary cloth?

Mr. FUNK. It would be cloth and rubber, Senator.
Senator ANDERSON. Yes, I understand; but it is not leather.
Mr. FUNK. Not to my knowledge, not at least on the American

'ihoo, there is no leather whatsoever in there.
Senator ANDimsoN. Now the tongue is the only part of this that

is leather?
Mr. FUNK. I think that the inside of the eyelet stay also has strips

of leather sewn to it.
Senator ANDERSON. And with the addition of that piece added to

the tongue, does the worth of the leather exceed the worth of the other
part of the shoe?

Mr. FUNK. I think it does.
Senator ANDERSON. And that results in putting it in the category

of leather goods rather than rubber?
Mr. FUNK. That is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. This little piece down here appears to be also

cloth, does that have anything to do with it?
Mr. FUNK. I do not believe so, Senator. I think that is what we

would call a conventional insole cover of fabric.
Senator ANDERSON. The only thing that you can find that would

give it a leather classification is the tongue and the inside of the
eyelets?

Mr. FUNK. I believe so. I haven't cut that shoe open. The only
other possibility that I think of would be in the counter.

Senator ANDWRSO.. But that wouldn't help any; would it? You
say you stopped it in 1954 on this question of the leather strip that
was in the sole?

Mr. FUNK. That is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. Is rubber so much cheaper than leather then

that it is rubberized cloth?
Mr. FUNK. That is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. What happened when the act was passed in

1954? Did importation of Japanese tennis shoes drop out of the
market for a while?

Mr. FUNK. As I recall-perhaps Mr. Brady could answer" that
question, Senator.

Senator ANDERSON. Where was the competition coming from?
Mr. BRADY, Mainly from Europe-Holland, England, and I think

there was a plant in Belgitim.
Senator ANDERSON. Did the State Department favor trimming off

the imports of those plants in Europe?
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Mr. l RA)Y. The State Department, as I recall it, favored the bill,
but the State Department was required to make-i don't know their
terminology .an offsetting concession under the Trade Agreements
Act.

Senator ANnlwsoN. Will they be required to make some offsetting
Concession on these?

Mr. BiRADY. Ini my opinion, no; because the concession has already
been made.

Senator ANDr:RsON. What would an offsetting concession be?
Let in a little more potash?

Mr. BltADY. No; ish sticks, I think it was.
Senator ANDErSOoN. For my own information, you have listed a

whole bunch of companies her~e. Are they significant contributors to
this market or (loes United States Rubber make most of the shoes?

Mr. BRADY. The companies listed, who arnx members of RMA,
I would say make about 85 percent of the total. There are some who
are not members; and United States Rubber Co., in my opinion-
I haven't got all Ithe figures of course is the largest. We do not
make the majority.

Senator ANDMEsoN. Does it make half?
Mr. BRADY. No, sir.
Senator ANuDE'soN. I am trying to find out if Senator Pastore just

filed a statement for a couple of firms in Rhode Island. Does Bristol
Manufacturing make any large quantities?

(NoTm.-Letter from William 11. Smith, president, Bristol Manufac-
turing Co., Bristol, R. I., inserted in record on p. 40.)

Mr. BRADY. Mr. Smith, the president, is here.
Mr. SMITH. We probably make, this year, about 5 percent of the

canvas footwear.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much. They may look like

extraneous questions, but I tun trying to find out--my first impression,
I will say to you frankly, was that this was designed solely to help out
Goodyear and United States Rubber and they get along pretty well by
themselves and I wasn't so concerned about that. My heart bleeds
a little bit for the smaller companies.

Mr. BRADY. Senator, may I say this, in case you misunderstand
these names. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., who are big
competitors of ours in tires, do not make make rubber footwear.

Senator ANDERSON. Goodyear Footwear & Goodyear Rubber--
Mr. BRADY. Goodyear Corp., of Providence, is a small, independent

company and Goody'ear of Middletown is a small, independent com-
pany.

Senator ANDERSON. They have no connection with Goodyear?
Mr. BRADY. None whatever.
Mr. S-8ru. They are trading on the name of Goodyear.
Mr. BRADY. That is natural because, you see, Goodyear licensed

everybody in the world at the beginning.
Senator GORE. In other words, they have perhaps taken some

advantage of the advertised name of Godyear and are now saddled
with it.

Mr. BRADY. As a matter of fact, we ourselves own the name Good-
year, too, and still use it.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
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Senator B xzt:,rr'. I would like to just clear up the record that is
now being developed. Is that true also of Goodrich, B. F. Goodrich
Footwear & Flooring?

Mr. BRADY. B. F. Goodrich is the same manufacturer who is
prominent in tires.

Senator BENNETT. That is a subsidiary of the Goodrich Co. that
makes tires?

Mr. BRADY. That is right.
Senator BENNETT. So the only tire companies are United States

Rubbet-liow niany tire companies are involved on this list?
Mr. 1HtADv. Oily two.
Senator BE:NNETT. Goodrich and United States Rubber?
Mr. BRADY. Yes, sir.
Senator BNINNETT. Can you tell us approximately what percentage

of the total American production of rubber footwear is accounted for
by these two?

Mr. BRADY. I can only give the same answer that I gave to Senator
Anderson when I said in reply to his question, "Do you make half,"
I said "No; less than half." 'I cannot speak for Goodrich.

Senator BFruNNETT. You are with United States Rubber?
Mr. BRADY. Yes, sir; and it is considerably less than half.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
The CIIAIRMAN. Half of what? What did you say?
Mr. BRADY. We supply considerably less than half the production

of canvas rubber-soled shoes, speaking for the United States Rubber.
The CHAIRMAN. Are these any further questions? Thank you very

much, Mr. Funk.
Mr. FUNK. Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAI MAN. Testimony for the opponents will be presented

first by Mr. Arthur Lynn.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR LYNN, CHAIRMAN, FOOTWEAR GROUP,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN IMPORTERS, INC.

Mr. LYNN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Arthur Lynn. I am chairman of the footwear group of the National
Council of American Importers. We were organized on April 9, 1958,
primarily to represent the interests of the American importers of
rubber-soled footwear, before the Congress of the United States in
connection with this bill, H. R. 9291.

Firstly, I would like to thank this committee for according us this
hearing, although no hearing was held by the Ways and Means
Conumittee.
I I am confident that the facts and arguments that we have to present

will completely justify our objections to this bill.
It is my intention to discredit the theory that the proponents of

this bill imply, and that is that this bill, if passed, closes a. loophole in
the present tariff regulations. Such is not the case at all, and is a
false implication. Ihad some notes prepared but I am going to digress
for a moment because I think that that is the most important issue
for the moment.

I would like to explain to the members of the committee that it is
customary for an importer to consult with the appraiser's office in the
general run of things when he an item that he plans to import and get
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advice from the appraiser as to what the duty will be on the particular
item and very often the appraiser will suggest some changes in the
article that. will enable the importer to get the benefit of a change
in tariff because of a change in the article.

This is common practice, nothing new. We have done it for years.
And so when it comes to this particular type of footwear, we have
desi gned and created the type of footwear that has added features to
it. Tlhe things that the proponents of this bill seem to want to
establish is that, it, is done for the purpose of circumventing a law.
It is not our object, it- was not our object, and I would like to point
out that every detail in that shoe where it contains leather has a
particular function.

Now it so happens that by adding these features we are enabled to
establish a slightly lower rate of tariff because of the feature in the
shoe, and that is not establishing a loophole in the law. I would like
to quote from some of these notes that I have here some illustrations
of articles that are being brought into this country every single day
that represent practically the same procedure, and there is no legis-
lation against the importers or against the practice.

Senator GoE.' Mr. Chairman, to understand the point, did I cor-
rectly understand you to say that the producer of this particular
article, upon the advice of the importers, had modified the product in
order to meet, the requirements of the law?

Mr. LYNN. Well, there is a double purpose here, Senator.
Senator GORE. Leave out the purpose. Is that what has happened?
Mr. LyN. Yes.
Senator GORE. And you are proceeding now to give examples?
Mr. LYNN. That is right.
Senator GORE. Of other examples Which have happened?
Mr. LYNN. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Was one of those purposes to get in at the lower

duty?
Mr. LYNN. Yes; I would say that that is part of the purpose, too.

It is the normal purpose. It is the regular business procedure.
Senator ANDERSON. You will give us some examples now?
Mr. LYNN. Yes; .1 am going to do that now. As a first example,

there is a woolen glove that is imported that carries on it embroidery.
When this woolen glove with embroidery is entered in this country, it
carries with it a 90 percent ad valorem duty. But if the very same
embroidery were put on a piece of material first and then appliqued
onto the glove, or, in other words, superimposed on the glove by just
stitching to the glove this extra piece of material which carries exactly
the same embroidery motifs that the other has, and'you could hardly
tell that one was superimposed on the other, then the duty would be
45percent.

You have a situation with ladies' blouses. You gentlemen know
what tucking is. It. is the same as pleating in a shirt. We generally
wear them in evening wear.

Now this tucking or pleating if it is part of the original, fabric that
is doubled over in order to make a pleat and it is so manufactured
and it comes into this country, the duty on that is 45 percent, but if
on the other hand these same little pleats are made in separate strips
and then stitched together and placed on the front of the blouse where
they belong, the duty is 20 percent.
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Then we have -a situation-as a'matter of fact, I have a list of 17'
that we just picked up, and I Would like if you folks would care to'
browse oVer them, we have prepared a few copies there are 17 of'
these that we have made up that would indicate and illustrate clearly,
that these changes are modified or are made for the purpose of getting
an opportunity of bringing in some of these articles at the lowest
rate possible within thelaw, and we do not digress from the law.

Senator Gomn. Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDERSON (presiding). Senator Gore.
Senator GOoRE. I do not hold that an industry that modified its

product for the purpose of meeting the rules and regulations atnd the
law is properly subject to condemnation for that account. As
businessmen I suppose many people undertake to comply with rules
and regulations and 'at the same time profit by the compliance ifpossible. •I am impressed in this particular case that, by -modification the.

category of the product has been changed from rubber footwear to,
leather footwear. It was for that reason, as I recall, 'that I supported-
the bill 2 years ago. I . .

Now would you address yourself to that particular point? I do
not wish to condemn the people who modify thbirproduct in order- to
meet the regulations. If the regulations are such as to permit rubber
footwear to be treated as leather footwear; then the regulations'may
be at fault or the law may be at fault, not the importer, necessarily. '-Mr. LYN. I simply have this to say. WeYcreate in most cases
articles -that are marketable, and if we can mke any chatiges to
develop or to give us an opportunity to sell ther'arttcle against oM-
petition. i becomes the riormal procedure of 'every busirnessMan.
I have here to illustrate: for you folks a 'shoe, not the tennis oxford
that was shown to you but a basketball shoe. This'also-has leather
functions. It has leather: features, They' actually constituted -
function in this footwear.Seii(tor ANDEROm. Is that clasifi~l as a leather shoe?

Senator AN1x, SON. 'Is that sole all rubber? ,''.
Mr..Li..This is all-rubber sle,.-
8ei8"ato ANR'sON. And the top?
Mr. LYNN. It has a canvas top but it has leather featurW n" ere

that make for a Mugh better shoe.
Sena tor"ADERo-hso. , won't argue that. That, though, is classified

as a lether, shoe?
Mr. LiN'N. That is, as far as we are concerned,.
SenatorANDER sON. ,Ho mubh of the total 'amount'f 'o ateiin

that'db you suppose is'leather.
Mr. LYNN. Well, I would say in the brealdownwhlch we l4VO-
Senat r ANi.lko'0. Not as to value, but as ioquantity. Would it.

be 'i6rcent?
Mr. LYN. -I cannot tell you about quantity, Senator, butI can'

t11 you i dollar value,"
SenatbrANDEimsor There is an awful 10t of iubber in te sole

Mr..LYNN. Yu .,nqw, .unfortunately foi the general public, you
knowwe aredOalint With customs and methods by -which' thecubstfop$.
regulate their decisions. A shoe may lok . like a complete' rubb-b

20214.-5-.--4
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and cotton shoe, but it may have, as this particular shoe that I think
was shown to you has, the leather in that shoe is of greater value, it is
of chief value as against the cotton and the rubber in the vel same
shoe.

To the average eye it is a rubber or a canvas sneaker, but to the
customs authorities, to the appraisers who dissect it and with whom
we must fit in as far as filling the bill, as far as the law is concerned,
they recognize that that shoe is a leather shoe, chief value, I should say.

Senator GoiE. May I see that exhibit?
Mr. LYNN. Sure.
Senator ANDEnSoN. How dto you figure- the value of the leather?

What are the relative values in that particular shoe as between the
rubber and the rest of it and the leather? When you, say "chief
value," I should be, but I am not familiar with the customs regulation
that, says the chief value is in leather. What is the percentage?

Mr. LYNN. I would have to recite it offhand. I do not have the
breakdown in front of me. But I would say that in that particular
shoe the leather would be-well, it would be principal value.

It would be higher than either of the other two component parts.
Senator GoutE. Mr. Chairman, one thing that concerns me about

this legislative proposal is the perhaps inadvisability, the perhaps
unfortunate precedent of congressional enactment, successive and
repetitive and perhaps multitudinous congressional enactments as
importers modify product to meet the law.

I think that must be considered. It does seem to me that in this
particular case that this is a rubber shoe rather than a leather shoe,
and I think I will support the bill.

Mr. LYNN. May1r at this time respectfully ask that I turn the
chair over to our attorney, Mr. Hemmendinger, who will discuss the
technical and legal situation.

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Hemmendinger, go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF NOEL HEMMENDINGER, STITT & HEMMEN-
DINGER, WASHINGTON, D. C., ON BEHALF OF FOOTWEAR GROUP,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN IMPORTERS, INC., AND
SUNDRIES DIVISION, JAPANESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF
NEW YORK, INC.

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. My name is Noel Hemmendinger. I am
a member of the law firm of Stitt & Hemmendinger in this city and I
represent the footwear group of the National Council of American
Importers, whose chairman, Mr. Lynn, has preceded me, and I
represent also the Sundries division of the Japanese Chamber of
Commerce of New York, Inc.

The members of these two groups among them bring in a very high
proportion of the imports of rubber-soled footwear into the United
States.

Let me take up immediately a number of things that have been the
subject of discussion just now. I should first like to offer as an
exhibit the list of the 17 examples of products designed to enjoy the
most favorable available tariff rate.

Senator ANDuaSoN' That list will be received and put in the record
at this point.
(The list referred to is as follows:)
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EXHIBIT OF TIle FOOTWEAR GRoUP, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN IMPORTERS,
INC. ANID TilE SUNDRIES DIVISION, JAPANNE CHAMBER Or COMMERCE OF
NEw YORK, INe.

Examples of design of products to enjoy most favorable tariff rate

1. Wool knit gloves, dutiable at 90 percent ad valorem if fully embroidered and
45 percent if embroidery is appliqued.

2. Blouses with tucking, dutiable at 45 percent if all 1 piece, at 20 percent if
tucking is made from separate material.

3. Children's slippers, dutiable at 40 percent if bottoms are of molded rubber;
20 percent if a little leather Is added to the wearing surface.

4. Certain wool gloves, dutiable at 50 percent ad valorem and 37, cents, but if
a, small strip of braid ie added to the cuff, simply at 45 percent ad valorem.

5. Certain shoe skates, 17 percent if the shoes are cemented, and 12% percent if
some stitching is used.

6. Ladies' sportswear with bows of separate material are dutiable at 45 percent,
at 20 percent if bows are made from the basic material.

7. Dish towels are dutiable at 10 percent if of chief value linen, at 50 percent if of
chief value rayon.

8. Damask tablecloths enjoy a lower duty if chief value cotton than if chief
value rayon.

9. Cashmere and wool sweaters are imported at 20 percent ad valorem plus 37q
cents per pound. After Importation they are embroidered or trimmed
with lace, etc., which rate would be 45 percent.

10. Cotton sport shirts imported at 25 percent. After importation are trimmed
with emblems etc., which ?ate would be 45 percent.

11. Wool wearing apparel (slacks) 37g cents a pound plus 23% percent ad valorem.
After importation elastic bands are added, which duty would have been
50 percent ad valorem.

12. Manicure kits in leather cases imported as fitted leather cases at 20 percent
ad valorem. If each item is imported separately, they would pay a higher
duty on each individual item.

13. Cotton hosiery if imported with embroidery, duty is only 30 percent ad
valorem. If imported without embroidery, duty is 50 percent ad valorem.

14. Bicycles and all accessories if imported as an entirety pay a lower rate thanIf accessories are imported separately.
15. Iazors if imported with accessories and hones pay duty at 14 percent ad

valorem plus 21% cents each. Hones if imported separately are free of duty.
16. Electric household utensils of aluminum, iron, or steel, pay a higher rate of

duty if imported completely manufactured than if imported in parts as
electrical items.

17. Electric pumps if Imported as an entirety pay 13% percent ad valorem. If
motors are imported separately, they would be dutiable at 11 percent ad
valorem.

Senator GonE. Could I ask a question? Do you consider this an
example of rubber-soled footwear?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. That is leather?
Mr. HEMMENDINGFRt. No, sir.
If you will excuse me, nobody in his right mind would call that a

leather shoe.
Senator ANDERSON. I hate to indict the man that just left here,

but he seemed to think it was.
Mr. HEMMENDINOER. No, sir,
Senator ANDERSON. What did he think it was?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Excuse my speaking as an attorney but we

are dealing with a very technical matter here. I am sure Mr. Lynn
will agree with me that the only correct description of that shoe is a
rubber-soled shoe with a canvas and leather upper which, in custom's
terms, is in chief value of leather.

Senator GORE. Now I agree that that is the technical description
insofar as I am acquainted with it. Does that then give it an import
duty as a leather shoe?
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Mr. Ht1MMENDIN0Iu. No, sir. It gives it an import, duty in the
bracket of shoes which are described Iy the Tariff' Act as shoes
of ill chief value of h'athler, and I subiliit that tIh1rO1 ig a treeflondous
difforece.

Among these 17 examples, for instane, is tie case of at towel wlicll
is composed in area or Ill weight chiefly of rayon, but, if you put a
little bit; of linen in it, it makes it, chief value liien and it, gets a mnch
lower tariff bracket than if you call it raVyoll.

Now I suppose any merlclhant who ollero(i that towel as a linen
towel would run into trouble with tie Federal Trade (.1ofliiission.

Any merchant who olhered that tis a leather 'lShoo, apart from the fact
that the customer would think he was insane, would also run into
trouble. Of course, it is not a leather shoe, but the Tariff Act is a
very technical act, The chief value test runs throughout the Tariff
Act. There are innumerable borderliiie cases, aild time chief value test
is the normal way in which a determilation is mnade which side of the
line you fall on.

thereforere, you have to talk, if I may put it this way, customs'
language and not popular language.

bit that tie domestic industry,' has sought to present this il
popular parlance when in fact popular parlance has nothing to (10
with the case. It is a very technical question and, if you will allow
me, I should like to proceed with some further technical points which
I think have to be appreciated.

Senator Gomo. Mr. Chairman, may I clear up a point? Will the
staff of the committee obtain the exhibit submitted to the committee
here earlier of a leather shoe which the witness described as contain-
ing the same import duty as this shoe? Now I ask for information,
Do these two items bear the same import duty?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. I believe so.
Well, I cannot say for' sure because there are a series of different

duties for leather shoes, so I would have to check. I do not know.
Let me put it this way: They both come in at ad valorem duties

and not American selling price duties.
Senator GORE. After the witness has concluded, I would like the

staff of the committee to inform us on that.
Senator WILLIAMS. Could the staff inform us at this point? I

think it would be very nice. I notice he is nodding his head.
Mr. BmiNsoN. My name is Serge Benson. I am on the professional

staff of the committee.
Unless there are technical differences which do not appear on the

surface, these two shoes will be dutiable at the same rate of duty.
There may be some technicalities, but the one shoe containing

leather that does not show will be dutiable at the same rate of duty
as the other shoe which contains mostly leather and it does show,
unless there are some technical differences whichdo not appear on
the surface.

Senator ANDERSON. This distinction has me bothered from this
standpoint.

I read about a very rich English family that had an automobile that
was all decked out in gold and silver. ff they had imported that into
this country, since its chief value is in gold,'it would not come in as
an automobile, but as a mineral?

Mr. HEMMNDINOER. I cannot tell you. It may be.
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Setiator ANDh:iSON. It has got M poerhI)lXed. I just do not 111der-
staild this ill chief value.

Mr. ]1[1MMINNDf llU. MyV exp(eiece 1, all a11ttorey, Who is not
-Previously eXperieIc(d ill Cstomllls' fljttters, is thalt the dheeper you get
Into customs' matters, the 1io,'1e perplexed you are. But I tlink we
had bettor stick to this wry poitit for jotst, a inoment.

You might suppose that tlere were distinlct categories, a leather
shoe as you usually understand it, a, rtbberwoled shoe and perhaps a
rubber overshoe as you usually aiderstaid it.

This is not true in the customs' sense. This is only true in popular
sense. There Is every gradation of comonmodity, composition of
cominiodities. You can have a rubber-soled shoe, visualize a golf shoe,
for instance, a sewn shoe, a rubber-soled shoe with uppers that are
half canvas and half leather. Ally proportion of .oml)onents that you
can think of, you can find a commodity in the last 50 years that
has been produced in that proportion. Tl7herefore, it, is just a ques-
tion-.the reason the result of this 'ase is astonishing, gentlemen, is
not that you go from one tariff bracket to another by a slight change in
the commodity, it is the tariff bracket that you escape. And I wouldlike to direct my remarks for a few mitntes to that.

Senator Goix. If you escape from one, you go from one to the
other. It seems to me you are saying the same thing.

Mr. I EMMENDINGER. I say it is the fantastically high duty not
enacted by the Congress of the United States, not approved within 25
years by the Tariff Commission, not the subject of any recent decision
of policy by any part of the United States Governent--it is the
fantastically high rate of duty to which a shoe without leather, a
rubber tennis shoe without leather, is subject to, which is the real
question involved in this case.

Senator BENNN'1. Where did that rate come from?
Mr. HEMMENDINOiat. That rate, sir, comes from a proclamation of

President Hoover in 1933 preceded by a Tariff Commission investi-
gation under section 3:36 of the Tariff Act which refers to equalization
of costs of production. That is, it I may put it bluntly, an archaic
and virtually obsolete section of the Tariff Act, because if you really
tried to equalize the costs by tariff rates, the only products that
would come into this country would be products that are not com-
petitive with American products.

The reason it is obsolete is under the Trade Agreements Act if the
rates have been affected by a trade agreement, then that section is
inapplicable. So we cannot even o before the Tariff Commission
andask that that 1933 finding be changed, because under the Trade
Agreements Act they would throw us out.

Moreover, and I want to be very technical here, the Tariff Com-
mission made an investigation of the costs of production of shoes
with rubber soles and uppers of variously described kinds of fabrics.

How anyone can say that the consequences, the results of that
investigation, are applicable in 1958 to a product which the Customs
Bureau finds to be in chief value of leather, I do not see.

As a matter of fact, the Tariff Commission, if I correctly understand
the nature of their comment on this bill, agrees with me, because they
do not think this is proper legislation. They have a different idea of
how this should be done, if it is the policy of the Congress to do it.
But the reason this legislation is couched in terms of an interpretation
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of a 1933 proclamation is precisely the point of view that the State
Department took. They do not object. Mind you, nobody said
they approve of it. They did not say they favor it. If I understand
their communication, they said they do not object to it and the
Treasury Department too the same position, if it is limited to this
narrow issue. But if you approach this correctly and say that the
1933 proclamation was limitedto a described shoe and that it cannot
and should not be extended by legislation, then the only thing you
can do is frankly to amend the Tariff Act and you are making a deci-
sion of policy in which you have to do what the proponents of this
bill would not want you to do. You have to look at the whole situa-
tion and decide just as if you were enacting a new tariff Commission
acting on an escape clause. You have to decide if the American
rubber-footwear industry is entitled to this protection.

Senator ANDERSON. Could I just read into the hearing here then
two paragraphs from the letter of August 30 which does bear on.this [reading :

The Department would not object to legislation whose only effect would be
to prevent current circumvention of Presidential proclamation 2027 of February 1,
1933, which made certain types of footwear dutiable on the basis of the American
sellhig price. The Department considers, however, that H. R. 445 and H. R. 9064
go further, and would make the American selling-price basis of valuation appli-
cable to types of footwear not involved in such current circumvention, including
a number of types on which the existing tariff treatment is bound in concessions
negotiated with other countries. The Department, therefore, considers that
enactment of H. R. 445 or H. R. 9004 would be undesirable.

The Department is informed that there is also before the committee another
bill, H. H. 9291, which deals somewhat differently with the classification and
rate of duty on certain footwear. It is the Department's understanding that the
effect of ff. R. 9291 would be confined to preventing current circumvention of
the 1933 proclamation. On the basis of this understanding, the Department
would not object to enactment of H. R. 9291,

hat is what you are referring to.
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Thank you, Senator.
I should like also to suggest that you direct your attention to the

last communication from the State Department to the Senate Finance
Committee.

I have not seen that letter but I have been led to believe that it
raises some questions or at least is couched in somewhat different
terms from its previous communications.

Senator ANDERSON. That letter is probably already in the record.
If not, we will put it in the record at this point.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
AvGusT 30, 1957.

Hon. JEa CooPEa,
Chairman, Cornmitlee on Ways and Means,

House of Representalives.
DzAR MR. Cooprni: Reference is made to the letters dated January 29, 1957,

and August 3, 1957, both signed by Mr. Irwin, requesting reports on H. I. 445
and H. R. 9064, respectively, which are bills to amend pertinent paragraphs of
the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to the classification and rate of duty on certain
footwear.

The Department would not object to legislation whose only effect would be
to prevent current circumvention of Presidential proclamation 2027 of February
1, 1933, which made certain types of footwear dutiable on the basis of the American
selling price. The Department considers, however, that H. R. 445 and H. R.
964 go further, and would make the American selling-price basis of valuation
applicable to types of footwear not involved in such current circumvention,
including a number of types on which the existing tariff treatment is bound in
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concessions negotiated with other countries. The Department therefore con-
siders that enactment of H. R1. 445 or H. R. 9064 would be undesirable.

pie Department is informed that there is also before the committee another
bill, H. R. 9291, which deals somewhat differently with the classification and
rate of duty on certain footwear. It is the Department's understanding that the
effect of H. R. 9291 would be confined to preventing current circumvention of
the 1933 proclamation. On the basis of this understanding, the Departnient
would not object to enactment of i. R. 9291.

Because of the urgency of this matter, this report has not been cleared with
the Bureau of the Budget, to which copies are beig sent.

Sincerely yours, J ON S. I 0H LAND 1,

Acting Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations

(For the Secretary of State).

Senator ANDERSON. Go ahead.
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. The American selling price is inequitable for

the reason I have inentioned but also for another reason.
It isn't, just United States Rubber Keds getting the protection of a

duty of 100 percent. I have here a shoe with a Goodyear label on it
which I bought in Alexandria on Saturday. This shoe retails for
$1.99. It is an American-made shoe retailing for $1.99. I do not
know the wholesale price, but it cannot be much more than $1. And
this is the shoe that is competing, if any shoe is competing, with the
imports.

This shoe you may find in the same stores or in adjacent stores.
You do not find any competition commercially between the imports
and the Unites States Rubber Keds that are getting this protection,
and uffs shoe is getting the protection of a fantastic duty and yetthis
is the shoe, if any, that is competitive, and this is the shoe I submit,
although only an expert could say for sure.

Senator Goxu . What did you say is the retail price?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. $1.99.
Senator GORE. You do not mean to say that the merchant is put-

ting a hundred percent retail markup oti the shoe? Didn't I under-
stand you to say the wholesale--

Mr. H xMtENDINOER. I will defer to some of those more knowledge-
able in the trade but my understanding is that that would be a normal
markup. Perhaps $ 1.10 would be an ordinary wholesale price on that
shoe. This is not implying that the merchant is getting too much.
I think he probably needs something like that.

Senator BENNETT. Let's Clear that up. You are not implying tt
the merchant puts a higher markup on the American shoe than he
does on the Japanese shoe?

Mr. HEMMENDINOER. I am implying that he puts what you call a
normal markup on it. I

Senator BENNETT. As a xnatter of fact, he is more apt to put a
higher markup on the Japanese shoe because he can' buy it. at a lower
price in a market that is partially protected by the American price.

Senator ANDERSON. Now that we have gotten into the price busi-
ness, does anybody know what the price is on this shoe retail?

Mr. HEMMUNDINGEA. May I see it, sir? Is that the so-called
"Rover"?

I believe that is a $3.50 retail shoe.
Senator ANDERSON. Somebody must know it.
Mr. BRADY, That is about right, $3.25.
Senator AN)ERsoN. $1.99, $3.25. How much does this sell for?

That is the Japanese?
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Mr. BRADY. Having a )earing oln the question asked a moment ago,
I have seen these retail all the way from $1, to $2.41).

Mr. BnAt)Y. And up to $2.49,
Mr. HEIMMENDING1I0. The 88 cenIs is obviously a promotion item

to be compared with the American shoe I saw in Woolworth's on
Saturday for $1.29 in the ladies' size. It had the Colby label in it.
.1 do not know who makes it, but it is an American shoe. I (1o not
think any of these are marked "Colby." So the fact is that there is
an Amtinlcan product which is coinmercially highly competitive with
thfse imports.

The imports have a lot of hurdles to overcome before they can be
accepted, and you can tol the American shoe selling to Woolworth's
and Murphy's'and all the same houses.

In fact, f doubt if there is an Americanl house that is selling the
Japaneso shoe that is not selling an American shoo in pretty muich the
same price class. I talked to the Hahn manager abolt Keds in
Alexandria on Saturday and I said, "Are you being bothered by corn-
petition?" and he said, "We do not know anything about it. The

pal)anese shoes don't interest us. h'lhe people who buy Keds are not
II the same niarket.''

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the witness a ques-
tion? You mentioned a moment ago you felt, the Tariff Commission
did not approve of this legislation and had an alternative plan.

Mr. HPIMMINDING11E. Tat is right, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do the importers approve of the alternative

plan of the Tariff Commission?
Mr. HEMMVENDINO1R. No, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. You disapprove?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. I propose to go before the Tariff Commission

on the 3d of June -When they are holding hearings on their alternative
plan as a part of their revised and consolidated tariff schedules and
offer reasons why it should not be done.

And that is one of the considerations which I hope this committee
will take into account, that the fact is that the Tariff Commission has
developed its own legislative technique for doing what it assumes to be
congressional policy..Now I do not know what the Tariff Commission will do, but I am
making a very narrow technical point there, and that is that this is
bad legislation.

This is legislation which amends by act of Congress a Presidential
proclamation based upon findings of the Tariff Commission with
respect to certain narrowly and technically defined products, and I
submit that whether or not it is legal, and it may not be legal, it is a
poor way to legislate.

Senator WILLIAMS. The point that I am not quite clear on, I
understand you are opposed to this particular approach, this bill's
approach.

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. You are opposed to the recommendations of

the Tariff Commission. What steps would you suggest that we take
to meet this situation?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Well, if you propose to regard this as an
impropriety which should be rectified by legislation, then I say leave it
to the Tariff Commission to make the recommendation as a part of its
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r'evised and consolidated tariff schedules, and review it as the Congress
will review all of the recommendations of the Tariff Commission.

Incidentally, this is not the only way in which this is before the Tariff
Commission.' As Mr. Lynn mentioned, the American producers who
are before you now were before the Tariff Commission in September
1957, under the escape clause, and that I suggest is where they really
belong if they have an interest in being protected from these imports,
because once you accept, the proposition, gentlemen, that this is no
,different from what every importer does who wants to stay in business,
namely, he designs a product that will get the lowest tariff bracket
availale, thl you have another piece of tariff legislation which
involves all the considerations of equity, all the interests of the con-
sumer, all the questions of injury through the imports which you have
when a special interest tariff measure is brought before you.

I1 have skipped around here so much-..
Senator ANDmSON. May I ask here wh(..Aher you want this entire

statement that you referred to a moment ago, I 'believe, put into the
record?

Mr. HEMMENDINGERI. Thank you, Senator. I do ask that our full
statement which has been submitted to the clerk be offered in the
record.

Senator ANDPHSON. The entire statement will be put in the record
at this point.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO H. R. 9291, DEFINING PARTS OF CERTAIN TYPES
OF FOOTWEAR FOR TARIFf PURPOSES, ON BEHALF OF FOOTWEAR GROUP,
NATIONAL COUNCIL or AMERICAN IMPORTERS, INC., AND THE SUNDRIES Divi-
.SlON, JAPANESE CHAMBER or COMMERCE, OF Npsw YORK, INC.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Although presented as closing a "loophole" in the Tariff laws H. R. 9291
is simply another Tariff Act in the interest of a special group of producers, which
should be dealt with under the procedures established in the Trade Agreements
Act, not by special legislation.

2. Rubber-soled shoes with uppers in chief value of leather are now dutiable
at ad valorein rates based upon the foreign value if the shoes are found to be in
chief value of leather. The purpose of H. R. 9291 is to change this tariff classi-
fication to subject such Shoes to an extraordinary and unfair duty basis--the
American selling price of similar articles of American manunfacture-which was
proclaimed under the now virtually obsolete section 336 of the Tariff Act.

3. It is improper And possibly illegal to extend by legislation the effect of a
25-year-old presidential proclamation based upon a cost-of-production investiga-
tion of a different product.

4. In administering; the American selling-price duty, the Customs Bureau selects
the highest prices at which comparable American products are sold, leading to a
duty equal to over 100 percent on foreign value.

5. There is nothing novel, improper, or illegal about designing a products so
as to enjoy a favorable tariff rate. , The use of leather on the uppers of the'shoes
,enhances both their durability and customer appeal and is not of purely tariff
significance.6. It is essential, before any change is made in the present classification, that
the fairness of the new rate to be applied and the need of the domestic industry
for such protection be examined. The American rubber footwear industry applied
applied to the Tariff Commission in September 1957 for relief under the escape
clause, alleging precisely the same facts as are offered in support of H. R. 9291.
The application was rejected by the Tariff Commission, which declined to insti-
tute an investigation, on the ground that on the face of the petition no injury was
shown, imports being less than 3 percent of the domestic production.
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7. The Tariff Commission has announced hearings for June 3 on a revised and
consolidated tariff schedule involving problems similar to those presented by
H. R. 9291. If this is regarded as a tariff anomaly, the Tariff Commission should
be allowed to deal with the matter and makes its recommendations as prescribed
in the Customs Simplification Act of 1954.

THE ISSUE

H. R. 9291 has been presented as a bill to close a "loophole" in the Tariff Act
"through which foreign producers have continued, through artful manipulation
of products, to avoid an import duty imposed specifically for the protection of
the domestic rubber-soled-footwear industry" ( Ways and Means Committee
Rept. No. 1503, March 13, 1958). This qucstion-begging formulation artfully
manipulates symbols I to conceal the real issue. The real issue is the justification
for continuing the extraordinary protection granted the American industry by
President Hoover 25 years ago in using the American selling price as the basis
for dixty, and the fairness of extending that basis to new products legally dutiable
as leather. The problem is much more complicated than is described by the
Ways and Means Committee report and an extended explanation is required.

The Tariff Act of 1930 includes the following paragraphs relevant to the com-
modities here involved (numbers in left margin are added for reference; trade,
agreements rates as shown in right margin):

1. 1530 (e). Footwear (including athletic or sporting boots
and shoes), wholly or In chief value of leather,
not specifically provided for. Other:

Boys', men s or youth's --------------..... 20% ad val - 10% ad val.
For other persons --------------------- 20% ad ca-

2. 1530 (e). Footwear (including athletic or sporting boots 38% ad val ...... 20% ad val. American
and shoes), the uppers of which are wholly or selling price.
In chief value ofaninal hair, cotton, fiber,
ramie, rayon, or other synthetic textile, silk,
wool, or substitutes for any of the foregoing,
whether or not the soles are of leather, wed or
other material: With soles wholly or in chief
value of India rubber or substitutes for rubber.

. 1837 (b). Manufactures wholly or in chief value of gutta- 25% ad val ........ 12. a% ad val. Ameri-.
percha or india rubber, or both, not specifically can selling price.
provided for: Footwear wholly or in chief value
of India rubber.

In 1932 the Tariff Commission instituted an investigation under section 336 of
the Tariff Act of the differences in costs of production of the footwear defined in
categories 2 and 3 above. If found that the duties fixed by statute did not
equalize the costs of production of the domestic articles and of the like or similar
foreign articles produced in the principal competing foreign countries, and that to
equalize such costs it was necessary to apply the statutory duties to the American
selling price of American products like or similar to the imports. President
Hoover so proclaimed. The investigation, the finding, and the proclamation
applied to the precise articles described, namely, rubber-soled footwear with
'uppers of chief value of various kinds of fabric and footwear in chief value of
rubber. Categories 2 and 3 thus came to be dutiable at much higher effective
rates than category 1.

The present bill is occasioned by the fact that there have begun to enter the
United States new products for which importers claim a category 1 status, because
both uppers and whole shoe are in chief value of leather1  These shoes art of
different types, but the bulk of them are either tennis oxfords with leather tongues
(mostly children's), or high shoes (sneakers and basketball shoes) with leather
reinforcements along the eyelets, back, and sides of the uppers. These changes are

I For instance by using the term "loophole" to describe the common cIrcumstance that a change in
product design brings it under a different tariff bracket. For another instance, by saying that foreign
Producers are avoiding American duties. Duties are paid by the importers and are normally passed on to
the American buying public. These products are also largely designed by the importers, who are mostly
American firms.

2 This poInt appears to be incorrectly stated in the Ways and Means Committee report, which says that
the use of leather makes the footwear "either (a) in chief value of leather as a whole or (b) with uppers in
chief value of leather." If it is found that the up pers are of chief value leather the import does not fall Into
category 2. It mwt then be decided whether itfalls In category 1, whole shoe of clief value leather or
category 3, whole shoe of chief value rubber. In fact, few customs entries of rubber-soled shoes with leather
used as part of the uppers have been finally liquidated, and there is no way of knowing with certainty at this
time what duty will finally be found to be payable.
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functional in two senses, since they improve both durability and customer appeal.
The use of leather is neither functionally meaningless nor purely of tariff signifi-
cance.3 A purchaser having a choice between such a shoe and an ordinary tennis
sneaker or basketball shoe, price and quality otherwise equal, would normally
prefer the shoe with the leather.

There is nothing novel, Improper, or illegal about designing a product In such
a manner as to enjoy a favorable tariff bracket, particularly when there are also
valid commercial reasons for such design. There are many illustrations of this
in foreign trade practice.

Wool knit gloves are dutiable at 90 percent ad valorem if fully embroidered and
45 percent if embroidery is appliqued. Blouses with tucking are dutiable at 45,
percent if all one piece, at 20 percent if tucking is made from separate material.
Children's slippers are dutiable at 40 percent if bottoms are of molded rubber
but 20 percent if a little leather is added to the wearing surface. Certain wool
gloves are dutiable at 50 percent ad valorem and 37)4 cents but if a small strip
of braid is added to the cuff, simply at 45 percent ad valorem. The duty on cer-
tain shoe skates is 17 percent if the shoes are cemented and 124 percent if some
stitching is used. Ladies' sportswear with bows of separate material are dutiable
at 45 percent, and 20 percent if bows are made from the basic material. Dish
towels are duitable at 10 percent if of chief value linen, 50 percent if of chief
value rayon. Damask table cloths enjoy a lower duty if chief-value cotton than
if chief 'value rayon. In every one of these cases a product was redesigned to
enjoy the lower duty and dozens, perhaps hundreds, of other cases could be
cited. American producers are sending without reproach to many countries of
the world, goods designed to enjoy the most favorable tariff bracket of the foreign
countries.

Contrary to the impression created by proponents of H. R. 9291, categories
1, 2, and 3 above do not describe distinct commodities. One might think at first
impression of all-leather shoes, of rubber and canvas sport shoes' and of rubber-
boots and overshoes as three distinct categories. As a matter of fact, however,
there exist and have long existed almost every conceivable combination of prin-
cipal components with many different utilizations. Consider, for instance, golf'
shoes with rubber soles and combined leather and canvas uppers. As is true in
many places in the tariff schedules, the range of products permits of no clearcut
differentiation. Whatever the definitions, there will be borderline cases. That is
whythe Tariff Act employed the test of "chief value," which is standard through-
out the Tariff Act. There is no more reason to depart from it here than in dozens,
perhaps hundreds, of other situations.

If present rates were as originally enacted in the Tariff Act of 1930, the design
of a new commodity of chief vaiue leather would not cause the lifting of an eyebrow.
What is extraordinary is not that a new design has tariff consequences, but the
fantastically high tariff protection to which the old design is subject through the
device of levying duty on the American selling price, The properity of the pro-
posed reclassification cannot be considered without considering the equity of
extending after 25 years the extraordinary relief granted under section 336.

UNFAIRNESS OF AMERICAN SELLING PRICE AS BASIS FOR 'DUTY

The imported children's tennis shoes have a fo. 3ign value in the neighborhood
of 40 to 50 cents a pair 4 and the sneakers and basketball shoes are approximately
twice this. Wholesale prices for American children's tennis shoes run from around
90 cents to $2.30 a pair for the smaller sizes. It is thus apparent that; however-
administered, applying the duty to the American selling price would increase the
ad valorem foreign value duty by anywhere from 2 to 6 times, i. e. make theduty
40 to 120 percent on the foreign value basis, depending on the American selling
price Selected. There are cases in which the duty would be as great as 150 percent.

n general, use of the American selling price makes the duty on category 2 imports,
more than 100 percent ad valorem on the foreign value. Today, 40 percent is a
high duty and 100 percent is an extraordinary duty. Extraordinary reasons must
be shown to justify a duty of this level.

3 The product is according entirely different from that which prompted Public Law 479, 83 Cong.,.
sinco that was a piece of leatKer inserted between the insole and thse outasol which was considered to be
neither functional nor visible and to have purely tariff significance.

4 This is before transportation, insurance, duty, brokerage, delivery 0hargea, Importer profits, etc., which,
makes the wholesale price considerably higher in the American market.
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Tile situation would not be so bad if in ti administration of the Tariff Act the
Bureau of Customs selected the lower prices of the most similar of corn petitive
American products. In facts, however, the Bureau has been assessing duty on
the basis of the highest prices quoted for products which could be regarded as in
any sense competitive, disregarding differences of quality and price, The Treas-
ury Department has ruled that the wholesale price of the prestige American
producers, United States Rubber, Goodrich, and flood, is the basis for duty
notwithstanding that these companies sell to large purchasers at substantial
discounts and notwithstanding that other American producers sell a much cheaper
and more nearly similar shoe. We quote from a Treasury Department ruling
(letter of November 14 1956, signed by Ralph Kelly, Commissioner of Customs):

"The appraiser at New York reports that after examination of your importa-
tion, and inquiry in the trade, he has determined that the merchandise yo
imported is like or similar to certain rubber-soled footwear manufactured
in the United States by the United States Rubber Co., the Hood Rubbel Co.,
and the B. F. Goodrich Co. Eech of these companies has the same resale prices
and the price at. which appraisement is contemplated is the price at which such
firms sel to small retailers, as it represents the only price available to all purt
chasers in wholesale quantities * * *

"The appraiser has reported that there are domestic shoes made by other
manufacturers to which the imported shoe also is 'similar' although lie does not
believe that such shoes are more 'similar' except that their price is lower. A
liffererce in price alone does not prevent a finding of similarity * * *

"Inasmuch as the ar-praisement contemplated by the appraiser at New York
is in accordance with a longstanding practice, the Bureau is in agreement with
such contemplated appraisement based on the American selling price of like, or
similar merc handise manufactured and sold by the above-named companies at
$1.90 per pair for children's sizes, $2.25 per pair for women's sizes, and $2.40
per pair for men's sizes, less 2 percent cash discount, packed."

Since this ruling was made, the quoted price for these particular children's
tennis shoes at wholesale by United States Rubber Co., Goodrich, and flood
went in 1957 from $1.90 to $2.25, then in 1958 to $2.30. Corresponding increases
have been made in other styles and sizes.

This raises another issue which is most vexatiou,. and inequitable to the im-
porting trade. Use of the American selling price means that the American pro-
ducers can increase the duty after orders have been placed abroad and prices
stipulated, by simply raising their own prices, This introduces an intolerable
uncertainty with respect to the duty which will have to be paid when the goods
enter several months later at the port of New York.

It is improper and possibly illegal to extend the effect of an existing proclamation
under section 336 by congressional reclassification

There are two ways of looking at the actions heretofore taken pursuant to

section 336 of the Tariff Act. Both ways lead to the conclusion that 11. R. 9291
is unjustified.

The first is to take the letter ol the law as it reads and to assume it still has full
meaning as originally intended. The proclamation was made in 1933 based upon
a detailed Tariff Commission investigation of the difference between foreign and
domestic production costs of 2 particular commodities as specifically described
in categories 2 and 3 above. it is 'Clearly improper, and we submit very likely
legally invalid, for the Congress, without purporting to make any new cost of
production investigation, to extend the effect of that ancient proclaiation by a
statutory declaration that a new and different product "shall be deemed" to be
one of the products covered in the President's proclamation. It is absolutely
clear that the product is different because enough leather has been used in the
manufacture of the shoe to make the chief value of the whole shoe leather. Mani-
festly, a cost of production investigation that related to shoes of rubber and fabric
only cannot be presumed to be valid for a product that has added a new and
,different component more valuable than any of the others. Moreover, a lapse of
25 years in which different supplying countries have entered the market destroys
any presumption that the facts are still the same. Even in 1933 the Tariff Com-
mission was divided and the majority recommended that there be a new investiga-
tion soon, Yet, it is extremely doubtful that the importers could reopen the old
finding and sek a new investigation and finding by the Tariff Commission because
under seedon 2 (a) of the Trade Agreements Act, section 336 is not applicable to
duties which have been reduced under the Trade Agreements Act, and these
duties were reduced in 1947 and 1955.
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The second, and we think more realistic, way to regard actions taken under
section 336 is to accept the undoubted fact that section 336 is an anachronism
based upon an outmoded and discredited theory of tariffinaking and that it is
virtually a dead letter. The theory of equalizing cost of production was a
strongly protectionist concept which, if applied consistently, would stifle all
trade in products competing with domestic products. In the whole history of'
section 336, there have only been three cases (rubber footwear, certain wool
knit gloves, and canned clams) in which the American selling price has been
proclaimed as the basis for duty pursuant to an investigation uiler section 336.
Modern tariff philosophy is embodied in the Trade Agreements Act, which regards
trade as a good thing, to be encouraged, subject to the limitation that serious
injury should not be inflicted on an American industry as a result of a tariff
concession. The only practical way to regard actiorAs taken under section 336,
from this point of viev, is that they have now become a, part of the history of t.he
tariff structure and that new decisions should instead be taken pursuant to the.
terms and the spirit of section 350 of the Tariff Act.

This means that regardless of the dubious antecedents of so many of the duties
presently in force, adjustment downward should be made through the trade,
agreements procedure and adjustment upward should be made through the
escape clause. The escape-clause avenue is open in the present case if the domestic,
industry considers itself injured. Each of the duties here involved has been
reduced'through a trade agreement except children's shoes, chief value leather
(category 1) and that rate was bound in 1f '. If there iN a cane--and we think
this is clearly not one-in which there is injury and the authority of the Tradi-
Agreements Act is not adequate to protect ax, American industry which requires
protection, then, in exercising its authority in tariff matters, it is incumbent upon
the Congress to hold hearings and to examine all relevant circumstances including
injury to the domestic industry. The Congress can, as the Senate Finance Com-
m ttee has recently done in the case of tunafish, request an investigation by the
Tariff Commission under section 332 of the Tariff Act to assist it in determining
the facts. In such an investigation, all of the relevant materials can be con-
sidered.
Tite doinestic industry doe8 not need the protection thai H. R. 9291 would afford

The fact is that the American manufacturers of rubber footwear did file an
application with the Tariff Conunission for relief under the escape cause on.
September 12, 1957. The petition was by 17 firms, the same group that is seeking
the passage of 1H. It. 0291. In that petition, they, recited among reasons for relief'
the fact that some footwear competing with their products were' being entered as
shoes in chief value leather without payitig ditY at 'the "American selling price.The showing was so abjectly weak thit-, by lbtmof'Ootber 1,157, the Tarif
Commission rejected the application and declined to institute an investigation on
the ground that the factual data set forth (imports less than 3 percent of domestic
production) were clearly insufficient to support a reasonable inference of injury,

The Tariff Commission is the appropriate body to consider the question of
injury under the escape clause or section 332. If, however, ther should be any
disposition by the Senate Finance Committee to report the bill favorably, it
should, in fairness, itself give consideration to the question of injury and hold
hearings for that purpose. We repeat the basic issue involved here. The object
of 11. R. 9291 is to reclassify shoes with rubber soles which under the present Tariff
Act are dutiable as chief value leather, in order to shift the present ad valorem
duty basis to a duty computed upon the American selling price, resulting in a duty
of 100 percent or more of foreign value. The case for.ouch a change in duty must
be based upon the need for the protection demanded, which is the critetion now
full accepted in tariff matters by the Congress of the United States.

This memorandum does not purport to go deeply into the question of injury.
which requires an official investigation. It is interesting, however, that the United
States Rubber Co. in its annual report for the year ending December 31, 1957,
stated that while overall 1957 sales We¢re 3,1 p% c at under 1956, this resulted from
a decrease In the sale of tires and other prod'dets to automobile manufacturers
and in defense items, and there was a continued good demand for footwear and
certain other items. According to the New York Hearld-Tribune of March 23
1958, the shoe industry as a whole had its best year in history in 1957, with ali
major footwear classifications showirg big increases with the exception of men's-
shoes,

It, is essential, in considering the question of injury from the imports, that it
be investigated fully by a competent body and that hasty judgments not be
drawn from disparities in price between the imports and the' prestige of domestic
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products. There are some domestic produomts quite COliparabl(h to the Imports,
when it its considered Chat the imports have uiutty IllardleA, to ovoroomeol before
they can remeivo trade and coiasteintr t ece)taiace coinparable to the Amnerican
produots, Problems of delivery, utiformtity, a djustmctts, evon the ponsiblilty
of a higher markup on a hilher- rictld prodi t, work against thO importst. Mere-
over, theere is a tendency for tie iImports to ttake thoir own market,. We are
COIfident that Invstigatilon wotld miow that both totlil colsllmiption and colc-
suniption of the doinestle manufacture hve IUNcrOesd ile t10 l1, sevrld y( ars

TI (tONSUMN14 INTS1t0ST

lixtremnly relevant also to the quet4tio . wheth r te, oxtratordilay high Annirl-
van selling price ditty should b0 exteded to a 110W product is the Vati of the
Competition of imports In furnishin goodis of lower prict, to people who neced
them and in sthmulating the domoetle manufacturers to engage iln old-fashioned
price competition.

We have not hald ill opporttilty for more thani A brief exaination, but it
does not take mult knowledge of ishloss to grasp the fact that if the tli e
largest Anerican nitimufaoturers are quoting the samte prices andl the se prics are
more thacn twico the pricets of somie Anierican competitors, even allowing for
quality differelces, tie giants of the industry are pursuing the polly of alitving
imaxhimn profits t0)rough high prices rather thn iass sales at coinpetitive
privs. For 25 years, snico the Presidential proolamathito of 1933, the Aiterican
robber-footwear itnolustry has had an easy protettod market it the expinse of
the Aierican consumer' I, R, 0291 poses the question whether this protected
position will be extended, without scrutiny (f its It orits, or whether these coin-
pattios will be reqltired to do business in tho competitive Anicrloan way.

lTHE TARIFF COMIMISSION W THI APiIOPRIATI It00V TO ltCOMMEND EISMOVA "
OF TARIFF ANOMALINS

We have pointed out that a change of duty through reclassification requires
investigation of ail rle'eilit data, and that the) Tariff Commission is the appro-
prlate body to conduct the investigation under the escape clause or under sece-
tion 332, 'We recognize that I. R. 9291 has been presented its merely rectifying
on anotaily In the tariff schedule. From this point of view (with which we do
not agi e) the appropriate method is that provided by the Congress In the
Customs Simnplification Act of 1954---review by the Tariff Commission with hear-
ings as a part of the revi ed and consolidated tariff schedules it is now preparing.

In fact, on April 18, 1958, the Tariff Commission published a proposed revised
tariff schedule for footwear and announced that hearings would be held on it on
June 3, 1958. The proposed new description of rubber-soled footwear is intended
to cover all of the footwear here Involved and is signed to accomplish the same
purpose as H. R. 9291, although the drafting technique Is different. The proposed
new description is:
"Footwear (wheflher or not described elsewhere in this

subpart), of rubber, or of fibers and rubber, of which
the soles are rubber, or of which rubber is the basic Percent Pecend
wearing material of the outer soles: ad vlorem ad valo'em

700.80. With tippers not of rubber. ---------- - 20 35
700.85. Other -------------------------------- 12. 5 25"

A headnote states that these two numbers are dutiable at the American selling
price.

Although we have not seen the Tariff Conmission's factual report on H. R.
9291 to the Ways and Means Committee, we understand that this proposed new
tariff description conforms to a suggestion made in that report. It is also our
undestanding, however, that the Tariff Commission addressed itself only to the
technical question of legislative drafting and not to the merits of the question
whether the tariff classifcation of rubber-soled shoes with uppers partly of leather
should be changed.
The importersa will, of course, appear before the Tariff Commission to oppose

this new definition. Since the hearing has not yet been held, this tentative
Tariff Commission proposal should be given no weight on the merits of the issue.
The Tariff Commimloio should be given full opportunity to consider, after hearing
all the interested patties, all of the issues involved in tls proposed reclassficaton
before any decision is made by the Congress.
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PNAMP;VMNT OY ff. It. PJQ WILIA HIIUINV I$IINitOOTIATION OP OTIIEJ TAUIIP
(ONeSM5ION5

As is recognized by the text of the bill and by the Ways Itnd Meals Cominmittec
report enlaotmenlt ot this bill would re qtiro the United tates to take the matter

1) with th , eonitracting parties to the (ATT and to negotiated with supplying
countries (,011cliti5o1 oil the part of the ijultd ,S,,tates etquiivailent to the value
of tilt belefits of which those coin tries have be n deprived, or to Invite the
Countries affected to apply retaliatory neastues. $uch a ttiton ht repercussions
for other Amnerican producers ()t both the Import and the ew, port side. Such
negotlationms, moreover, aret a departure from the basile reciproc l trade structure
and hi the Interest of world trade as a whole should be kept to a minimum.
Normally these cotisidorations would be pointed out by the Departmnet of State.
We venture to think that it would have done so if the objections to H. I. 9291
made inI this ertomorandm has ben fully brought to Its atteMntion,

UNIT I) 1'TATHS STAKES IN TIHAIM WITH SUPPLYING COUNTHIIS0

idtially rtubber-soled shoes with uppers In chief value of loather were imported
from the Tatted Kingdoir and the Netherlands, $01110 now come from Hong
Kol g, wid Jtpa has become the largest source. Every one of these areas
bought uch more frown the 1ited States h 1957 thtan It sold. Japan's pur-
chasesof $1.2 billion were more than double Its sales to the United States in 1957.

Japan cannot 0o01tinue to buy in high volumt from the Utiited States unless it
can soll in this market in comparable quantities. A decision to protect the
Ameriean footwear indu stry would be made in a very real sense at the expense
of the American farmer and producers for ex port. Japan was America's first
customer over cent years for cotton, wheat, barley, anl soybeans and in 1957
was ext after Canada as the biggest purchaser of all American exports. Beyond
thim, the United States has a grave political iterest In the stability and well-being
of Japan, which is being right now wooed fi trade matters by the Chinese Com-
munists with unscrupulous skill.

CONCLUSIONS

I, The bill should be reported adversely ol its merits by the Senate Finance
Committee.

2. Investigation should be made by the Tariff Commission under the escape
clause or section 332 before any decision is made to extend the tariff protection
now afforded the domestic industry.

3. If the bill is regarded (contrary to our views) as rectification of a tariff
anomaly it should be left to the Tariff Commission to deal with after hearings as
part, of the revised and consolidated tariff schedules.

Senator ANDiSON. We had a limitation, so if you will take about
10 minutes to sum up.

Mr. HIOMMENDxNGER. Thank you very much. I think in skipping
around here, I have covered most of the points that I want to make, but
I should like to make quite sure of that. The reason among other
things that I referred to the most recent communication of the
Department of State to this committee, is that if I am correctly
informed, the Department has raised some questions with respect
to its responsibility to negotiate reciprocal concessions if this change inthe American tariff structure is made.

One of the gentlemen from the other side expressed the opinion
that no concessions would be required. I personally would like to
offer you the opposite opinion, that concessions by the United States
will be required, and that, therefore, enactment of this bill would be
at the cost of American exporters. I want to point out also that it
involves, as do most tariff changes, delicate questions of international
relations and the Department of State should, in any event, be given
plenty of. time to negotiate the concessions before this is put into effect.

I don't want to spend any time on the effective date, because I am
assuming that this is a bad bill which the committee shouldn't approve.
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But I hope that if the committee holds against us, that they will take
a good har( look at the effective (late.

t involves the interest of our clients as well ini a very heavy way.
They had effective notice of the possibility of enactment of such a bill
when it was passed by the House.

There are so many tariff bills pending that get no serious considera-
tion, without hearings in the House, nobody can say there was
effective notice until then.

They need 3 to 6 months to bring in their goods and that is another-
reason why a good look should be had at the effective (late, but I
hope you won't, get to that point.

Another question which you may wish to think about is the way in
which this American selling price is administered.

I am. not sure I made clear that what the appraiser does, if Mr.
Lynn takes a shoe down to him as a sample and says, "What will this
be dutiable at?" he gets out his price list, for United States Rubber,
Hood, and Goodrich, and Hood and Goodrich are the same company,
and finds the product that looks most similar to him on that price.
list, and that is the price that he picks for the wholesale price on
which the American duty is laid, notwithstanding the existence of
many products which are much closer and much more competitive,
and that is why the effective duty on the American selling price is
over a hundred percent, a fantastic duty these days, which requires
unusual circumstances to justify.

Senator ANDEIRSON. Do I understand you that if the shoe that you
bought that ran $1.99 had been presented to the appraiser instead of
the United States Rubber shoe, that cost $3.50, lie might have come
up- with some different, figure?

Mr. Hi-hMMENDINGER. I am assuming that this has happened and
he doesn't. He sticks to the United States Rubber price list. There
seems to be a general impression that this is the United States Rubber
duty, Senator.

I don't think there is justification for that, but independently of
this bill, I think the committee might well consider amending the
definition of American value that is found in section 402 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, which has a number of definitions of American selling
price and I think this committee should consider at some point
rectifying the abusive administration of that provision by the Treasury
Department.

It may or may not be true that by taking it to court, our principals
could get some rectification, because there is a great deal of latitude
which is given to the appraiser by the statute.

I have set forth in our memorandum a letter from the Chief Counsel
of the Treasury Department, which sustains the appraiser in such a
situation, and" anybody who brought goods in and did so on the
premise that he was going to reverse the decision of the appraiser
would be making a bad business judgment.

Senator ANDERSON. Would you just for my own guidance, if for
no other member of the committee, furnish me with a little infor-
mation on how this selling price of 402 concerns itself with these
exhibits of shoes today?

In other words; if a duty is based on an article selling for $3.50
and yet you can't distinguish the article that is being imported from
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an article that sells regularly for $1.99, and that has some effect upon
this decision, I'd like to know what it is.

Does it have any effect upon the duty that is charged?
Mr. HEMMENDINOER. It has a very serious effect, sir, under the

act--and this is a very extraordinary and anomalous thing
There are only two other cases where an American selling price has

been proclaimedby Presidential proclamation in the whole history of
the Tariff Act.

Senator ANDERSON. Do you know what those are?
Mr. ItiEMMENDNOEuR. Yes; they are canned clams---
Senator ANDERSON. Canned clams?
Mr. IIUMM1,NDINGER. Canned clams and certain kinds of knit

gloves, certain categories of knit gloves, not, incidentally, the same
ones to which Mr. Lynn referred.

If there is any anomaly in this situation, it is the application of
American selling price, because although ad valorem foreign value
is standard throughout the Tariff Act, you have a couple of situations
by legislation and you have three situations by Presidential proc-
lamation where the American selling price of the "like or similar
product of American manufacturer" is applied.

That means that when the product comes in, the appraiser has to
decide what the "like or similar American product" is, and he then
has to take the wholesale price.

Now long age before there were anywhere near as many com,
modities as there are today, there was a test case in the courts in,
which a Japanese shoe was brought in.

The appraiser picked the United States Rubber product as the "like
or similar product." There wasn't any cheaper product. And the
importer said, "It isn't 'like or similar,' it is much more expensive, it
is much better made," and it was taken to court and they held that the
word, "similar," had a broad enough meaning so that this was similar
within the intent of the act.

The appraiser has gone merrily on looking at the United States
Rubber wholesale price quotations, and, mind you, this is the quota-.
tion to any comer, not to the people who buy in quantities and get
good discounts.

This is the price that Tom, Dick, and Harry, little wholesalers, can
walk in and get the shoe at.

He picks that price, and the importers have brought in cheaper-
shoes, more competitive shoes, and lie has said I am sorry this is the
way it is, and it has been sustained and this is the way it is going to l)e.
You can appeal it if you want to.

As a lawyer, I have my opinion that if you really proved to him that
it was a more similar shoe, that you could take it to court, but you
can't do business on taking things to court.

You have got to know in advance what the duty is going to be.
Does that answer yourquestion, sir?

Senator ANDERSON. Yes; it does. I want to, when we get time,
ask the other group if they agree with the fact that $3.50 is the yard.
stick whereas $1.99 shoes for sale regularly might be taken as the yard,
stick.

Would you have any comment on that? Who was testifying before,
before the committee? Does Mr. Brady or anybody have any com-,
ment on that?
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Mr. BRADY. My understanding, Senator, is that the appraiser or
examiner is simply required by law to take the like or similar shoe at
the "% holesale price and a shoe which is freely offered.

Beyond that, I would hesitate to speak for the Customs Bureau or
for the appraiser or the examiner in his work.

Senator ANDERSON. We have got these two here in the front of us.
Would you mind losing $1.99 and putting those up here? Ol, there
they are. Now do I understand-I am trying to get this down in
terms where I can understand it-do I understand, Mr. Hemmen-
4inger that these shoes you bought for $1.99, this was no bargain
sahl, that this is the regular price?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Absolutely.
Senator ANDERSON. Then that these Keds are $3.50?
Mr. HEMMEINDINOER. I heard someone say $3.25. I thought they

were $3.50. They may vary.
Senator ANDERSON. What do these sell for, the Japanese shoe?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. I will accept the statement that one of the

witnesses for the other side just made, that it is anywhere from $1.99
to, he said, $2.49.

Senator ANDEnsoN. From $1.99?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. No, from $0.99 to $2.49. I heard $0.88

mentioned, but that is obviously a promotion item.
Senator ANDERSON. This says top score or something of that nature

on it. Now when they come to fix the duty, does it make any differ-
ence that this is $3.50 and this is $1.99?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Under the rulings of the Treasury Depart-
ment, the price makes no difference, the question of which American
product is closer in price, makes no difference whatever.

Senator BE"NNETT. Are you making a flat statement for the record
of the committee that they always use United States Rubber's prices?

Mr. HEMMENDINGUR. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETT. Can we find out from the United States Rubber

man whether that is also true?
Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Brady, this is an unusual round-robin

proceeding, but I think Senator Bennett has made a fine suggestion.
Do you recognize United States Rubber is used as standard of value?

Mr. BRADY. From my knowledge, and I have been called upon
more than once by the appraiser to furnish a shoe that might be like
or similar to the imported product, I know for a fact that the appraiser
does not always use the United States Rubber Co.'s shoe.

Senator ANDERSON. What does he use? Hood?
Mr. BRADY. I have known him to use Hood.
Senator ANDERSON. Have you ever known him to use this that is

manufactured, who did you say made that shoe?
Mr. BRADY. I don't recognize that shoe.
Senator ANDRSON. Mr. Hemmendinger, did you say who made

this shoe?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. It has the Goodyear label on it, Goodyear

Footwear Corp.
Senator ANDERSON. This is Goodyear Footwear that is not associ-

ated with the Goodyear Tire & Rubl)er, as I understand it.
Mr. HEMMENDiNOER. I assume it is their trademark, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. No, no.
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Mr. IEMMENDINGER. We had testimony that they weren't the
same company, but what the royalty arrangements may be, between
them is another matter because that is a Goodyear mark.

Senator ANDERSON. it is tough enough getting into duties without
getting into all that. This is a Goodyear but not quite the same.

Now Goodyear Co. sells this. This would never be regarded as
similar then because the price is too low; is that your contention?

Mr. HEMMENDINGEII. I cannot say why. It is going pretty far to
say what is in the appraiser's mind.

Senator BENNETT. But you are undertaking to say positively that
United States Rubber or Hood are always used?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. I will put it this way: I represent a group of
importers who are responsible, two groups of importers who are
responsible for a high proportion of all the imports. They all have
told me in meetings assembled that they have gone down to the
appraiser and he has told them that be looks at the wholesale prices
of United States Rubber, Hood, and Goodrich.

Hood and Goodrich are the same com pany, and the three quotations
are always the same, their published list prices, and those are the
prices he takes.

As a matter of fact, I spoke personally to the appraiser on this
question and he told me the same thing.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Well, sir, you have been most indulgent in

your time and I wish only to conclude by pointing out that there are
quite a number of choices open to this committee. This committee
can consign, as I think it should do, the applicants for relief to the
Tariff Commission under the escape clause.

This committee can recognize that a very similar question with
respect to tariff anomalies is going to be the subject of a hearing
before the Tariff Commission on the 3d of June, and the Tariff Com-
mission will in due course be making recommendations if it finds that
this is a tariff anomaly that should be changed, to the Congress, that
can be enacted in the regular and orderly way.

In other words, while we think there are ample grounds for flatly
rejecting the bill, there are also grounds upon which this committee
can decide that it is not called upon to make a decision on the merits.

Senator ANDERSON. Would another alternative be to get a new
appraiser?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Another alternative would be for this com-
mittee to ask the Treasury Department to confirm the account that
we have been given of the practices here, and if it finds that the
practices are as we have said, and that these practices are unjustified,

as I think they clearly are, then it can amend the Tariff Act to see to
it that, the Treasury Department administers this provision more
fairly, and we would be prepared, if the committee is interested, to
offer some drafting language for that purpose.

Senator BENNETT. And a fourth alternative is that the committee
can act on the bill.

Senator ANDERSON. That is right.
Senator BENNETT. Don't you think the committee has the power

to act on the bill?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. From where I sit, Senator, I regard that as

the poorest of the choices open to the committee.
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Senator BENNETT. I am interested in a sentence in your statement
which raises my hackles, Mr. Chairman.

The sentence says "It is clearly improper for the Congress to
extend the effect o0 that ancient proclamation." It also says, "It is
very likely invalid legally," that, "it is very likely legally invalid forthe Congress."'

Would you like to submit some information showing that the

Congress does not have the power to act in a tariff problem?
Mr. HEMMENDINGER. The Congress has complete power to amend

the Tariff Act, Senator, there is no question whatever about it. This
point is addressed to a narrow, technical and legal question which I
discussed earlier, and that is that when you have a Tariff Commission
factual finding, and a Presidential proclamation based on it, it is, .1
think, improper for the Congress to proceed by telling the Ciustoms
Bureau how it shall interpret a Presidential proclamation.

The Congress has got the power to junk the whole Tariff Act and
reenact a new Tariff- Act.

Senator BENNETT. The filal responsibility for all tariffs rests with
the Congress.

Mr. HEMM EDINGEI . It is the technique, sir, which we regard as
inmroper.

Senator BENNETT. TIhien you think it is improper for Congress to
act on this bill now under the present circumstances, and if it does act,
that its action is legally invalid?

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. I say, as an attorney, that in my judgment it
could be contested in the courts and I would riot wish to predict how
it would come out.

Senator BENNETT. You are willing to test it on the constitutional
ground that Congress does not have the power to pass a law affecting
tariff regardless of what the President may have said in 1933 or what
the Tariff Commission may have said then?

Mr. HEMMENDINGEM. Well, the argument, I think, would be that
Congress has got complete power to change the rate if it wishes, but
if it proceeds by telling the Executive that certain language in a
Presidential proclamation based on a factual proclamation shall be
deemed to mean something quite different from what it clearly says,
when the other legislative technique is clearly open to the Congress,
then I think the courts might decide--

Senator BENNETT. The Congress has the right to decide which
legislative technique it uses, and Congress frequently says in effect
certain language shall be deemed to mean a certain thing. That is a
rather common device.

Mr. HEMMENDINGER. Language of an act, sir, but this is language
of a Presidential proclamation based upon facts, not theories.

Senator BENNETT. But that Presidential proclamation was made
on the basis of power given to the President by the Congress, because
the Congress has the ultimate responsibility for tariff legislation.

Mr. HTEMMENDINGER. I can only say, as I did before, that I have
some agreement in the executive branch and the Tariff Commission
that this is not the way it ought to be done.

Senator BENNETT. It seems to me, as I say, I always resent a
witness who comes before us and says that what we are considering
doing is, A, improper, and B, is illegal.
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Maybe it is just public relations, but I don't think you have helped
your cause much by telling us that we do not have the ultimate
responsibility to handle a tariff problem.

Now this may not be from your point of view the best way to
handle it, but in the last analysis, we have the power.

Mr. HEMMENDITINGR. I am' sorry, Senator, that the language offends
you. I think that witnesses and, particularly, counsel who come
before you have an obligation to advise you what problems they see
with the act.

Senator BENNETT. Don't you think we can be advised without
telling us we arc improper atd legally invalid, legally inept or legally
incapable of handling our problem?

Mr. HEMMENDINQEII. I accept your opinion.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
Senator ANDE.tSON. Could I ask for the box al the sales slip? I

don't know that any other Senator is going to be interested in looking.
Mr. .-1 lMMtErDINO( l:ii. Yes, sir.
Senator Anji:atsoN. There are a great many Senators who are not

here today and I am just going to turn these over to the clerk of the
colmilittee, if you don't mind.

Mr. H1EMMENDIN(EM. I hope you will. I don't know whether there
has been any procedure of marking exhibits, but if there is any ques-
tion about it, I should like the Goodyear shoe to be considered an
exhibit on behalf of the importers.

Senator ANDERISON. You are dealing with a chairman that knows
nothing about law, so we will just put that down for the members of
the committee to keep track of as to which is which.

Thank you very much. Does that finish your statement?
Mr. HiEMMrNDINGEit. Thank you very much for your excellent

hearing.
Senator ANDERSON. I believe, Senator Bennett, that the chairman

announced 30 minutes per side. I think we have had more than that
from the opponents of this legislation.

Do the proponents feel that I have mistreated them? If so, will
they take some time? Are you satisfied?

Mr. FUNK. I think, Mr. Chairman, that you have given us a very
fair hearing. It is getting late and we don't want to take any more
of your time.

Senator ANDERSON. That is very generous of you.
Thank you both very much. Thankyou all for being here.
(By direction of the chairman, the following are made a part of the

record:)
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN SHOE IMPORTERS, INC.,

New York, N. Y., May 16, 1958.
Statement opposing H. R. 9291.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Our most sincere thanks to your committee for having
granted the request for public hearings on H. R. 9291, which we are opposing.
We have been Informed by the chief clerk of your committee that we may submit
a substantiating written statement for the record, which we are herewith doing.

We have been informed that H. It. 9291 was presented in the House for the
purported purpose of closing a "loophole" in the Tariff Act, supposedly by which
foreign producers were allegedly avoiding import duties. Imposed, for the
protection of the domestic rubber-sole-footwear lfdustry.
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We shall show to your committee that this is not so-called "loophole legislation"
but that it is an uncalled for measure for "special interests" who have no need for
additional protection against the imports as we shall describe in this letter to you.

A group of rubber manufacturers under the hoadership of United States Rubber
Co., which is the largest rubber manufacturer 3n the world, has been trying for
many years to completely control and monopolize the American market in the
products which they manufacture and even in products which they have never
manufactured, which they do not now manufacture and the improved modern
styles, which they seemingly do not intend to manufacture.

To achieve these objectives the "special interest" group has set for itself and
for this country, the following program:

1. The American rubber-manufacturers group seeks to limit production
and thereby create a scarcity of the product and ask for unreasonably high
prices from the American consumer, who is usually in the more modest class
in this country.

2. The American rubber-manufacturers group further seeks to eliminate
competition among American manufacturers by seeing at the same fixed
and identical prices.

3. The American rubber-manufacturers group seeks further to eliminate
the necessary competition that is now being created and caused by the
merchandise imported from foreign countries and, through H. R. 9291, to
arbitrarily decide, at any time, what the customs duty payable on such
imported merchandise will be instead of leaving this power to the United
States Government where such power belongs.

We shall make only some brief remarks with respect to the first and second
statements made above, because they are not directly connected with H. R. 9291
but explain the background of this legislation. We shall, however, go into more
detail with respect to statement No. 3, which we have made above.

As to statement No. 1, it is to be noted that United States Rubber Co. exhibited
at the Popular Price Shoe Show of America, as usual, in December 1957. One
of their representatives stated the following, which is almost verbatim, to one of
the members of this association:

We do not know why our company wants us to exhibit here. We have,
nothing to sell. Our production for 1958 is all sold. We are salesmen
making our living from commissions, but we are wasting our time here. This
division has had the best year in its history. I wish our company would
increase production because we could sell all of it.

The salesman of United States Rubber Co. was right, because at the next
Popular Price Shoe Show of America, which was held May 4 to May 8, 1958, in
New York, United States Rubber Co. did not exhibit anymore.

Why should the company exhibit when it had nothing more to sell for that
season? Can anyone believe that the largest rubber manufacturer in the world
could not increase its production of rubber footwear? These shoes are manu-
factred within less than 30 days. Why should this company refuse orders?

Why not book orders for the remainder of the season? The answer is very
simple: it is only through limited production and consequent scarcity of the
domestic product that prices can be manipulated and fixed at an unreasonably
high level.

As to statement No. 2: Mr. Ralph Kelly, Commissioner of Customs, in a letter
of November 14, 1956, to one of our members, wrote as follows:

"Each of these companies (United States Rubber Co., Hood Rubber Co.,
B. F. Goodrich Co.)has the same resale prices * * *"

It is a very "curious" fact that the three largest rubber manufacturers in the
United States and in the world should all have the same resale prices.

As to statement No. 3: There are two principal methods provided for in the
Tariff Act of 1930 to determine the dutiable value of merchandise imported into
the United States. The first method is to base the duty on a certain percentage
of the actual value of the merchandise. This method of figuring customs duty is
applied to most of the commodities entering the United States. According to
paragraph 1530 (e) of the Tariff Act of 1930 as amended, certain shoes pay customs
duty on the above basis.

The second principal method of figuring customs duty is to base the customs
duty on a certain percentage of the "American selling price." The Tariff Act
in section 402 (e) provides that the Americar selling price is "the price * * * at
which such article is freely sold or in the absence of sales, offered for sale for
domestic consumption in the principal market of the United States, in the ordinary
course of trade in the usual wholesale quantities, * * *"
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In the darkest days of depression, the Tariff Commission instituted an investi-
gation under section 336 of the Tariff Act, as a result of which President Hoover
proclaimed that certain types of shoes should be dutiable according to the Ameri-
can selling price. We have never objected to such legislation. At that time such
legislation was certainly warranted. It was b '"ed on the cost of production
prevailing at that time and has not been revised .,ace 1932. It is hard to assume
that the cost of production today is the same as it was 26 years ago and no doubt
a revision is called for in view of changed present conditions. However H. R.
9291 is not in any way based upon an investigation into the cost of production.
This notwithstanding the fact that section 336 states that the change to American
selling price is made as an equalization of cost of production if the Tariff Com-
mission finds, after investigation, that such differencescould not be equalized by
proceedings provided for in the law.

In addition to the fact that 11. R. 9291 is contrary to the spirit as well as the
letter of the Tariff Act, the basic and most important differences between the law
passed in 1932 and the bill presently pending before your committee are as
allows: The Presidential proclamation in the Hoover administration caused a,

substantial increase of customs duties on imported merchandise similar to the
merchandise manufactured by American producers. The proclamation referred
specifically to footwear with fiber uppers and rubber soles. However, 11. R. 9291
refers to shoes "in chief value of leather," which shoes have never been manu-
factured and are not now being manufactured in the United States of America.
Just how far can this special interest group go in preventing the American public
from getting more modern and greatly improved models of certain types of
strong, durable, and popular shoes worn mostly by the children and youth of our
country? The improvements which American importers and Japanese manu-
facturers have made on the footwear imported, cannot, in any sense be said to
be an "artful manipulation" of product. If we are to impose penalties on im-
provements, then progress and invention become expensive words.

We could understand the purposes of American manufacturers if the imports
of footwear were a substantial percentage as compared to American manufacture
and sale. But the fact is that, according to the National Shoe Manufacturers
Association, over 594 million pairs of footwear were produced in the United State&
in 1957. According to the United States Department of Commerce, 1957 imports
of footwear totaled about 4,846,000 pairs. This is much less than 1 percent of
domestic production. We are sure the Government does not want to give such
complete control and monopoly over the market to American manufacturers.
It is not healthy for our economy and it is not good for our relations with the
world.

It is to be emphasized that the above figures of imports in the amount of
4,846,000 pairs refers not only to the kind of footwear manufactured by the
rubber-manufacturing companies of this country, but to all kinds of footwear
of whatsoever nature, including types and styles never manufactured in this
country and not now manufactured in this country. Therefore, the actual
quantity of shoes which may compete with American rubber manufacturers is
much smaller than shown above.

The economic traditions of our country, which have made it great and pros-
perous, are founded on the principles of free competition and free enterprise.
It is not the intelligent American way of doing things to permit one group of
manufacturers to block the use and sale of merchandise which is dissimilar to
the merchandise that they manufacture and which they have no trouble what-
soever in selling.

We have set forth in statement No. 3 that the American rubber-manufacturers
group seeks, arbitrarily to decide at any time, what the customs duty payable on
such imported merchandise shall be instead of leaving this power to the Govern-
ment of the Urited States where it belongs. Let us follow up this thought. Since
the proclamation in the Hoover administration, the Bureau of Customs bases the
dutiable value upon the American selling price, at which United States Rubber Co.
sells to "all purchasers in wholesale quantities." Since United States Rubber Co.
is the sole judge in deciding at what price it deems it advisable to sell "to all
purchasers in wholesale quantities," therefore United States Rubber Co. decided
to have several sets of prices, the highest of which would then apply. United
States Rubber Co. sells at a lower price to a large ehainstore which buys for
hundreds of its stores, as compared to the price it charges to a small retailer who
may buy for only his shop. The result is that whereas the Bureau of Customs
says "wholesale price," actually, the highest wholesale price becomes higher than
the retail price charged by the large firms. Therefore, instead of making imported
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shoes dutiable at the wholesale level, they are dutiable at the actual retail price
to the ultimate consumer. Furthermore, United States Rubber Co. has full
power to raise its wholesale price at any time that it desires without any hindrance,
and thereby, under the method employed by the Bureau of Customs, it decides
for the Government what the duty shall be on imported shoes, irrespective of
whether they are similar or not to the domestic product.

But this is not all; United States Rubber Co. has now decided to quote extremely
high "list prices" on which it grants high discounts, but the Bureau of Customs
refuses to deduct such discounts in figuring the actual prices.

The passage of the instant legislation before this committee would not in
any way promote the welfare of labor, agriculture commerce, or the foreign rela-
tions of this country, but would be detrimental and harmful to all of them.

(a) There is no unemployment in the rubber-footwear industry and as has been
set forth, the whole footwear industry has enjoyed its best year in history as far
as production is concerned, notwithstanding the negligible imports, and not-
withstanding that there is a marked recession in other industries. By granting an
actual monopoly to the special interest group of big rubber manufacturers the
Congress would not increase employment but would only increase the prices of the
domestic product. Imports give rise to much employment among office workers
in importers offices, to American steamship companies, to American railroads, to
American trucking companies, to American customs brokers, to American insur-
ance companies, and to every American firm which serves the aforesaid. Imports
in and by themselves give rise to all manner and kinds of labor and commerce in
the United States for American employees.

Besides those directly concerned with imports, there are wholesalers and their
employees and retailers and their employees. These are retailers who might not
otherwise obtain this type of merchandise if such goods were not imported.
United States Rubber Co. sells to the elite stores, but these imports go to any
stores.

(b) American agriculture benefits in several ways from these imports. Japan
is the traditional supplier of most of this footwear, buys raw cotton from the
United States Government to make the cotton upl)ers of these shoes. They
furthermore buy the leather in the United States for the same shoes. In addition
'to buying the raw cotton required in the making of these shoes, fJapan is the
largest single buyer of raw cotton ill the world. Japan has an unfavorable trade
balance with the United States. If Japan is prevented from selling to the United
States, the footwear which it has so far introduced into the United States and
which has also been to the benefit of the United States, then its trade balance will
further deteriorate. It is to be remembered that the United States buys very
large quantities of raw cotton from American farmers to support farm prices, and
therefore it is against the interest of the United States Government to cut off the
foregoing imports.

(cF Foreign trade is of paramount interest to our country in stimulating our
economy at this time by utilizing the channels of reciprocal trade. Any volume
of trade, which must be in both directions, both as to imports and as to exports,
will make a significant contribution to our general economic growth. This is the
gist of the Rockefeller Brothers fund report on economic growth from a statement
made by the American Bankers Association:

"1 'If the United States tightens import restrictions, there will be immeasurable
worldwide repercussions which could result ultimately in a dislocation of world
economy,' Japan's Foreign Minister Aiichiro Fujiyama said.

" 'For one thing, other countries, faced with an aggravated trade deficit, and
suffering acutely from dollar shortage, would certainly follow the leader,' Mr.
Fujiyama said in a luncheon speech at the Waldorf-Astoria.

"Mr. Fujiyama, discussing his country's trade with the United States, noted
that Japan gets 35 percent of her imports from this country and sends 20 percent
of her exports here.

" 'What might appear to Americans to be a trifling cut in imports would be a
fatal blow to modest Japanese enterprises,' he said. 'In some cases, the very
livelihood of entire Japanese towns and cities are at stake.'"

The above is quoted from New York World-Telegram and Sun of September
20, 1957.

"I am communicating with the Board of Trade in London on the question of
of representations to the United States Government. It would be helpful if you
could let me know by what date you expect to complete the contract you have
placed with Hong Kong for the type of shoes which will be affected by this
legislation."
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This is a quotation from a letter received by one of our members from the
British Embassy in Washington. It might sound like a very simple and harmless
statement, but actually the fact is that the little workshops or factories in the
Far East (Japan and Hong Kong), who are the traditional suppliers of this kind
of footwear and who are the bulwarks of democracy in the Far East, may have
to close up shop if this law passes, because no other country but ours buys the
kind of shoes bought in the United States. If prohibitive duties are demanded
by the United States, then these imports will have to cease completely and those
factories will not be able even to use their present equipment and most raw
materials for a manufactured product no one else will buy. Their situation is
just as bad as the situation of American importers who have to face great economic
stress if such a law goes into effect at an early date. Therefore, if by any stretch
of imagination such'disastrous legislation be enacted its effective date is of grave
importance, for our members have contracts until the end of this year and even
into early 1959. Permit them to liquidate their business in an orderly fashion
without giving rise to any possible bankruptcy or insolvency by reason of sudden
enactment.

It is customary in bills increasing customs duties which have been introduced
into the House Ways and Means Committee that they become effective 150 (lays
from the date the law is enacted. The special interest group cannot go so far as
to disrupt trade and to cause economic hardship by asking that the law goes into
effect not later than July 1 1958 as the present bill reads.

We are sending copies of this fetter to all the members of your committee, to
the House Ways and Means Committee, to the Tariff Commission, to the Depart-
ment of Justice, Antitrust Division, to the Department of Agriculture, to the
Department of Commerce, to the Department of Labor, to the Department of
State and to the Treasury Department, Bureau of Customs.

We have utmost confidence that in your discussions and in your deliberations,
you will consider the greater good of the consumers of this country, the economy
of this country, and our better relations in the World.

Please believe us to be,
Most faithfully yours,

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN SiOE IMPORTERS, INC.
By A. ZERKOWITZ, President.

" APRIL 29, 1958.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: Thank you very much for your letter of April 28 concerning
H. R. 9291. I can certainly understand the position the committee has taken
with respect to hearings on this proposal and I hope that a representative of the
Bata Shoe Co. will be given an opportunity to testify. -e

With further reference to this bill, I am enclosing a statement forwarded to
me which may be of interest to the committee. Furthermore accompanying
this letter is an exhibit which I believe graphically illustrates te need for this
remedial legislation.

With best wishes and warmest personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours, JOHN MARSHALL BUTLER,

United States Senator.,

MEMORANDUM RE House OF REPRESENTATIVES BILL 9291 SUBMITTED ON BzHALV
OF BATA SHOE Co., INC.

Under the unfortunate terms of a definition contained in the Tariff Act as.
amended, sneakers and other canvas footwear by the addition of only a leather
tongue or a small leather patch are classified as leather shoes.

The duty on leather shoes is 10 to 20 percent on the importer's invoice price.
The duty on canvas shoes is 20 percent on the selling price of a similar shoe

made in the United States of America.
The expense of the leather tongue or patch, the basis of the subterfuge, Is-

much lens than the duty saved.
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HISTORY

The Tariff Act of 1930 classified leather shoes, shoes the major val e of whose
soles or appors consisted of leather. In 1950 or 1951, importers began putting
a leather patch into a rubber solar or i piece of leather behind the rubber sole,
thereby enabling essentially rubber-soled canvas shoes to be classified as leather
shoes.

The 83d Congress amended the Tariff Act, by specifying that to be classified
as a leat, her-soled hoe, the major wearing area of the sole should be of leather.
Thr aotioi stopped this form of abuse and evamon of tih, intent of the Tarift Act.

Now foreign manufacturers are putting a loather tongue or & leather patch on
the ankle of a canvas rubber-sole shoe (a sneaker or basketball shoe) and quali-
fying such shoes as leather shoes because the major value of tho material of the
uppers is leather, Actually this leather tongue or patch cos ts much les than the
saving in duty thereby achieved. A sneaker (to use a popular term) has to have
a tongue anyway. T12he diference in cost of manufacture between a leather
tongue and a canvas tongue is -ery small because the labor, etc., is tho same and
the cost of the finished. shoe is only slightly increased by using an expensive
leather +o make the tongue instead of a fikbric. Yet thereby the essentially
canvas shoe is classified as rubl:cr at a tremendous saving in duty

The addition of the tariff evading leather tongue or patcl adds nothing to the
life of the shoe or to its value to the conumer since the uppers are essentially
fabric and the hoes wear out just as rapidly as they wetuld without the leather
tongue or pa lh.

House bill 9291 provides that shoes having uppers, the greater area of which
are fabric, shall be classified is fabric shoes, and hence take the rate of dutty
intended to be, imposed on shoes with fnthric uppers and which, in fact, would be
hnposed except for the duty-evading leather tongtie or patch.

THEn EX13Is'NO SMruATI()N

Foreign Inade fabric rubber-soled shoes are bei)g im orted in steadily increas-
ing quantitihn. The largest volume of these import, (after evading duty at the
proper rate) 14ll at wholesale in this comtry for 53 to 80 cents a pair duty paid
i. K. b, this comiunv. Fabric rubber.soled shoer cannot be manufactured in tho
United States and sold at wholesale for anything approaching !.his figure. There

is keen com petition among the American manufacturers of fabric rubber-soled
footwear IAnd ACtive 10-i0e cutting, yet the avtmal*whobeale price c ,uch foot-
wear made in the United States"is'at le(,st 50 jpiren-,h above the duty-evading
foreign import.

THE 1E,1i'ECT ON BLCAMP

ApproximatAy 1 ,1f50 of tbe 1,700 employed at Becrumnlr, Harford Countyl Md.,
are I)rikcipaliy engaged in the mamufamt% ire of faf:brio rubber-soled shoes. The
Belcamp factory cannot produce fabric rubber-soled shoes at a price to compote
wi th the foreign fabric shoes imported as leather shoes under t, subterfuge per.,
fitted by the loophole in the exists g la w, It is useieas to talk about possible
economies in maeiufacture and technological improveawmntc to overcome this gayi
beemse the fabric rubber-.soled footwear trade in tfhv United States is highly com-
petitive, Bata being in competition with United States Thubber Co. and B. F.
(Goodrich, and all possible technological improvements are made froanr time to
time as a matter of course to meet domestic competition. We are not talking
about an industry w-hich has failed to ,a ,vail itself of all posgmible manufacturing
economies,

Thu subterfiige permitted by the existing law threatens the jobs of between 1,100
and 1,200 of the 1,700 Bata employees at a time when Aberdeen, Edgewood, and
Bainbridge have reduced their employees. It also threatens the operations of
the Bata'Shoe Co. which employs far more people in Harford County than any
other privately owned industry, if not more peoplethan any industry in the State
of Maryland east of the Martin Co. plavt at Midle River. The'laying off of
two-thirds of the employees of Bata would not only have a serious effect on the
economy of this region but could result in the nlosing of the Beleamp plant ac a
whole since it is geared to a produetio) r.quiriig 1,7()0 employees.

It is to be stressed that House bill No. 9291 does net seek to nor does it change
the tariff rate fixed by existing law. The purpose of the bill is to enforce the
present rate of duty by putting a atop to an abuse oe the existing law by clarifying
a definition that experience has shown can he evaded.
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,naIrpr ACT 0F 1030 (46 STAT. 667 19 U.. S. C. SEC. 1001, SCHEID. 15, PAR. 1530
1u;9 ffJ. S. 12. A. AT 591)

Stow. 1001 Articles dutiable, and rates; behedulee.
On or after .Jine 18, 1930, except as otherwise specially provided for In this

Chapter, there~ shall be levied, collected, and paid upon All articles when Imported
from any foreign country into the Uited fftates or into any of its possessions
(ixoept tho Philip pine Islands, the Virgin Islands, Ame~rican Samoa, And the
'thland of Guam) the rates of duty which are prescribed by the schedules and
paragraphs of the diffable list of this title, namely:

ScniiDnU1mp 15 (PAR. 1530 (E))

boots, shoes, or Othcr footwear (Including athlo-tic or sporting boots and shoes),
made wholly or in chief value of leather, not specially provided for, 20 per centui
ad valorem:; boots, shoes, or other footwear includingng athletic or sporting boots
and shoos),'the tippers of which are composed wholly or in chief value of wool,
Cotton, ramie, animal hair, fiber, rayon, or other synthetic textile, silk or sub-
stitutes for any of the foregoing, whether or not the soles aire composed oi leather,
wood, or othe r materials , 35 per centura ad valorem.1

United $tate8 import dutties (1962)

P'ar,No. 1) c rlptivonf Full rate Reduced rateo

J 30 Wd Forms or simpeer s'ltamble for conversion Into
(Coll.) footvwar all the foregoingr by whatever namle

known and to whatever use applied ---------- 30%', ad. va ....... 13)6% ad val 0/30/57.
We Footwear (Includitig athletic or aportina bot

and shoes), whollyor In chief value of fleather,
llplwnmolded soles laced Wo uppers... W%~ ad vat.. 10% ad val.

Huareeo............ ....... i W% ad ye!
Made by the method or process known as

welt, and valuedI per pair-
Under $2... -_.._. ................ 20%' ad val. 18% ad vat. 6130/57.
$2 or more hut nIot over $7.Vl.. -.~...... 204, ad val W0 per pair 6/30/67.
Over $7,2i.._.. -, ..............--... 20% ad valii_ 5% ad val, 6/301A7.

Moccasins of the Indian handicraft type,
havlog no line of demarcation between the
,%olcs and the uppers .............. .... 20%,, ad vM l.--10%/ ad Val.

* Sewedl orstitchled by tbe meotiod or process
kuown#1 as Mc~.ay:

81oitivig hoots and &boos, attached to ice
skates... -.- ..................... 3d~/ ad v . 12,4% ad val.

lPoots nd shocfor men, youths, or boys So~ :d vt 2%a l
Other boots and shoes.._,..- ....... So 7 ad val 185 ad ml.I0/30/57.
Footwea3r other than boots and sos. 209 ad vai.-

81lippers for housowear-. ........... 204% adI va.,. 10% ad val.,
Turn, or turned:

Boots mid shoes for misses or women IM,:3 al .. ,.,. 5% ad Val.
Other boots and hoem._.... ------- i...
Footwear border tMan boots and sos 20% adl 'e 18% ad val. 0/30/57.

JC p~rodlucts of Cuba whick are for
bter oysm. mecn, or youths- ---- ------ _--- ..... .. 8 ad val.

Boyss, men's, oryouths'..,.... ..... 20% ad val. 10% ad veal.
For other persons. ........ 20%/ ad vul ....

5-11 inch
-Oxfords Yontwear (Including athletic or sporting boots

and sthoe), thes uppers of wib are wholty or In
chief value of animal hair, cottton, fiber, tamale,
raton or otboi synthetic textile, silk, wool, or

Istitat03.

[Penned notatton:J
Loathear W"ngoes:-

11 anid up oaods . V.. . . . . 17 al.
All1 cuts. -------.. ............... 10 0ad Val.

WPened netatte :1 Fox, canvas shoes see page 1080 In M11 Custo em .tlde.

I Raten changed perenant to reciprocad trade agreement to actual figures shown on attached photostat s
of Unite States Import duties.
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BnITOL MANUFACTURINO CORP.,
Iuristol, R. I., May 1, 1958.

Hon, JOHN 0. PASTOR,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DUAR SENATOR PAsroR: It is most disturbing to me to learn that the Senate
Finance Committee held up the Sadlak bill because Senators Gore and Anderson
wanted it delayed for a public hearing. This action could hold up passage of'
the bill for perhaps a year, which would be very damaging and costly to American
rubber-footwear manufacturers.

In order to refresh your memory, allow me to give you a brief history of this
particular loophole so critical to us:

In 1933 rubber footwear was put under the American selling price for assess-
ment of import duties. About 5 years ago an importer found a loophole in the
tariff regulations through which he brought in rubber-soled fabric footwear and
evaded the duty based on the American selling price. This device was the-inser-
tion of a piece of leather as a filler in the sole. Under the definition then in effect
the shoe was classified as having a sole in chief value of leather instead of rubber.
This loophole was closed by Public Law 479,, which was enacted in 1954 and which
redefined the word "sole' in the paragraph of the tariff laws covering rubber
footwear.

Within a matter of months importers took advantage of another loophole in
the loose description of rubber footwear in the tariff schedule. They placed
pieces of leather in the upper portion of the shoe and the imports were held to-
have uppers in chief value of leather.

Legislation was introduced immediately by Congressman Forand, of Rhode
Island, and Congressman Sadlak, of Connecticut, to redefine "uppers" and close
this loophole. For almost 3 years this simple bill was held up by objections from
various governmental agencies, particularly the State Department. To meet
these objections many revisions were made. Finally, just at the time of the
djournnient of Congress last fall, the legislation was given the approval of all

interested governmental agencies and H. R. 9291 was cleared for action in the
Ways and Means Committee. On April 3 this year H. It. 9291 was passed
unanimously by the House and referred to the Senate Finance Committee.

As you know, this bill pertains in no way to raising the tariff nor does it touch
upon reciprocal trade. It was drawn solely to eliminate the subterfuge practiced
by foreign competition. We believe in fair competition but this subterfuge is
entirely unfair and will result in great harm to our industry.

We recently received a letter from a foreign (Hong Kong) manufacturer who
offers to build a complete line of telAnis footwear for us by which we could sub-
stitute our present, manufactured production, then sell at 50 percent less than
our prevailing prices, which would result in a very handsome profit to us; i. e.
foreign competition are now approaching American manufacturers to make their
entire line, suggesting that, their manufacturing units be closed and using the
buildings as warehouses. In our own instance, should this scheme be followed,
it would result in unemployment for 800 people and an additional 400 people in
Providence--all this in Rhode Island alone. Naturally our entire industry would
suffer and literally thousands of people would be put out of work.

It has been said that this bill favors the large manufacturer. This is untrue.
The Sadlak bill favors the small manufacturer as foreign competition hits most
directly and most immediately at the smaller producers. Should relief be with-
held the small plants would be hit hardest.

The spring-shoe show commences in New York this coming Sunday. Because
of tho Sadlak bill many of our big buyers are withholding placing their orders. I
understand many foreign competitors are having large displays; certainly if they
feel there is a delay on passage of this bill, it 'will be conducive to push for these
large orders and no doubt they will take some of them. These are orders which
should be on the books of American manufacturers.

*Anything you can do to help in the passage of the Sadlak bill to eliminate this
unfair situation would be a real victory to all American rubber-footwear manu-
facturers. We urge your continued support and assistance on this vital issue.

Yours very truly, BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CORP,,

WILLIrAM H. SMITH,
President- Treasurer.
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RAPP'S SHOES,

nator THOMAs H. Kuc~uim Palo Alto, Calif., April 8, 1958.

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: For some time we have been watching the imports to this

country, and as I have always said, and will continue to say that we just cannot
compete, when we have to pay the wage scale and they don't. How can you
compete?

We are in the retail business, and no doubt the average person would say, "Why
are you concerned?"

Simple; in time it will get back to us, if we don't keep our own employed.
In looking over the bill of Mr. Sadlak, it will be a big help; nevertheless in the

:,shoe business there was a word left out that would make a very big difference,
and that was the word "rubber," used either in the soles of shoes or the uppers.

They have imported millions of pairs of rubber beach sandals. That certainly
has ruined a lot of fine companies in this country, plus the fact that a lot of people
are out of work, and a whole lot more will be if nothing is done.

Charles 8. Gubser has certainly not been asleep on the above, and if you think
-we are right, anything you can do will sure help all of us out.

Thanking you in advance,
Very truly yours, Lou RAPP.

CONVERSE RUBBER Co.,
South San Francisco, Calif., April R8, 1958.

Senator WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON: Foreign manufacturers have been shipping into
this country rubber-soled canvas footwear and, by attaching a piece of leather
of no functional value, they have been able to pay duty on the lower rated classi-
fication of leather shoes--a loophole not intended by the law.

To eliminate this subterfuge, the House recently passed as a Members' bill
with the concurrence of all executive departments concerned, the so-called
Sadlak bill, H. R. 9291. This bill is now before the Senate Finance Committee.

Because this bill does not increase tariffs, but merely closes a loophole we seek
your assistance in obtaining early and favorable consideration of t bill by the
Finance Committee and, of course, by the Senate itself.

We, together with approximately 20,000 employees in our industry, will be
grateful for all that you can do on our behalf.

Sincerely yours, CONVERSE RUBBER Co.,

BERNARD NOODLMAN,
Manager, Pacific Coast District.

CONVERSE RUBBER Co.,
Malden, Mass., April $4, 1958.Senator JOHN F. KE NNEDY.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Foreign manufacturers have been shipping into this

country rubber-soled canvas footwear and, by attaching a piece of leather of no
functional value, they have been able to pay duty on the lower rated classification
of leather shoes-a loophole not intended by the law.

To eliminate this subterfuge, the House recently passed as a Members' bill,
with the concurrence of all executive departments concerned, the so-called Sadlak
bill H. R. 9291. This bill is now before the Senate Finance Committee.

because this bill does not increase tariffs, but merely closes a loophole, we seek
your assistance in obtaining early and favorable consideration of the bill by the
Finance Committee and, of course, by the Senate itself.

We, together with approximately 20,000 employees in our industry, will be
grateful for all that you can do on our behalf.

Sincerely yours, CONVERSE RUBBER CO.,

STEPHEN A. STONE,

'freasurer.

(Whereupon, at 11:50 a. m., the committee adjourned.)


